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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Phenomena

Human visual perception is one of the most interesting and important subjects m
cognitive science It is a large part of our every day behavior and in our waking
hours more than half of the brain is devoted to it Despite the importance of the
phenomenon and a long tradition of vision research, we do not know enough to be
able to make machines that come close to our visual abilities This thesis is a small
step towards a better understanding of the phenomenon and is about visual perception of bilateral symmetry in 2D patterns and attitude (3D orientation) of objects
These two phenomena are aspects of the perception of spatial structure through
means of optical mteraction and they are operationahzed as the experimental tasks
of symmetry detection and attitude matching The phenomena are mvestigated
with two specific questions m mind
• W h a t optical a s p e c t s can observers use to perform t h e task?
• W h a t a s p e c t s do observers actually use?
The first question is a theoretical issue that leads to an analysis of the spatial
structure of the optical exposure This analysis will reveal the optical aspects that
the observer could use in principle Because every problem in the natural sciences
has to face the issue of spatial scale scale space theory will be an important tool in
analyzing structure The second question formulates an empirical issue concerning
which features that are present in the optical exposure are actually used by observers
to perform the task
111

Perceiving

symmetry

Visual perception of bilateral symmetiy m patterns and objects has a long tradition
as a topic of study This dates back to Mach who observed that invariance under
reflection around a vertical axis was more conspicuous than any other geometrical
invariance This sensitivity to bilateral symmetry m both humans and other animals, has attracted much attention and has resulted in a bulk of literature We
have investigated the influence of the relative size of subparts and the orientation
of the symmetry axis on the perception of bilateral symmetry The stimuli used
in the detection experiments are ranging from conventional noise patterns, through
Dalmatian dog texture, to Holstein cow patterns
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Perceiving

attitude

In contrast to symmetry, the visual perception of the attitude of objects has not
created much interest in vision science There is however a large body of literature
on the perception of 2D orientation with the oblique effect as the most striking
result, structures with a horizontal and vertical orientation are better perceived
than those with an oblique orientation The interest in orientation perception was
heightened by the discovery of orientation selective cells in the visual cortex of
cats and monkeys by Hubel and Wiesel in the early 1960s A related area of
research is the investigation of the influence of viewpoint on object recognition To
avoid the intricacies of learning and memory, we have mvestigated the matching
of the attitudes of an object and a probe with a specific interest in the influence
of shape and viewpoint In one experiment observers match the orientation of a
spheroid (elongated or flattened sphere) with five parallel arrows, while in a second
experiment a system of coordinate axes has to be rotated to match the principal
axes of an object
1.2

Methods

Vision science is one of the truly multidisciplmary enterprises in modern science It
draws on knowledge and methods of physics (ecological optics), mathematics (differential geometry) philosophy (mind/body problem), informatics (machine vision,
computer graphics), biology (evolutionary theory, physiology ethology), experimental psychology (psychophysics), chemistry (phototransduction), medicine (ophthalmology, neurology) and art (perspective rendering) Vision is an inherently cyclical
process and these disciplines all emphasize different aspects, or parts of the cycle
The research described in this thesis uses methods from two fields, ecological optics
LS used to describe and analyze the spatial structure of optical projections and psy
chophysics delivers the experimental methods that reveal the relative importance
of the features in the projection
12 1 Ecological optics
Ecological optics is the study of those properties of the optics of our natural world
that are relevant for vision Due to the work of Gibson the influence of the structure
of the environment on the process of vision has gained increasing attention His
work also caused controvcisy because the idea that the environment directly signals
its stiucture was a barrier for many people to appreciate the more enlightening part
of his ideas Gibson did not provide his theories with a mathematical formalization
but since the 1970s this has been done by Koendcnnk and van Doorn Considering
the fact that vision evolved because it is advantageous for survival in this world, it is
sui prising that an approach that takes this fact seriously has been so controversial
12 2
Psychophysics
Psvchophysics is the study of the functional relations between the optical environment and behavior It takes an observer out of its natural environment and into a
laboratory where the optical exposure is under control of the scientist This person
also controls the goal of the observer in the form of a task that has to be performed
(with money or gratitude in icturn) These methods originate from the work of
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Fechner in the 19th century whose goal was to establish mathematical relations
between stimulus and response This is presently considered to be naive in view of
the cyclical nature of vision, but his emphasis on rigorous experimental methods
is still beon heeded Psychophysics can only provide limited knowledge of human
vision though because it takes a snap-shot of its functionality, it does not tell us
how these visual abilities evolved during phylogenesis and ontogenesis
1.3

T h e s i s overview

In the next chapter I will review the relevant knowledge about vision with a special
emphasis on spatial vision The treatise differs from the usual textbook approach
because it takes the cyclical nature of vision as an organizing principle This means
that in discussions of parts of the cycle, the whole is never out of sight
In Chapter 3 I will deal with the theoretical issues involved in the analysis
of the optical structure signalling symmetry and attitude It turned out to be
necessary to develop some new concepts along the way This led to the formulation
of measures of object structure to quantify information symmetry and attitude
For the structure of the projection of objects, the emphasis is on the features that
signal attitude and this is worked out analytically for the special case of spheroids
In the remainder of this thesis I will deal with the empirical issues Chapter
4 is about the influence of the spatial structure of 2D patterns on the detection
of bilateral symmetry Chapters 5 and 6 will be concerned with the orientation
and attitude perception of 3D objects In Chapter 5 the objects are spheroids
whose orientation need to be matched with five parallel arrows surrounding the
object The matching of a system of coordinate axes with the attitude of different
bilaterally symmetric objects is described in Chaptei 6
Finally in Chapter 7 I will draw some general conclusions and discuss the
connection between the two phenomena
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Chapter 2
VISUAL PERCEPTION
2.1

N a t u r a l and artificial vision

In this section I will ask ь о т е general questions such as What is vision, and what arc
the similarities and differences between natural and artificial vision' How did the
phenomena of vision emerge in evolution and how does it develop in an organism 7
And finally what arc the scientific and technological efforts to understand and
mimic the phenomena 7
2 11

Optically guided behavior

The general question How do we see9 can be misleading You might be tempted to
look around the room and start pondering facts like the following light from the
sun (or any other source) is reflected by material objects it propagates rcctihncarly
through the air and is subsequently projected in your eyes and onto JOUI retinas
neuronal signals from the photoreceptor cells are processed bv the biain and this
eventually leads to awareness of the room and its content These thoughts might
even seduce you to pose the question how a 2D image on your ictina can lead to
the percept of the 3D visual world 9 Strictly speaking, you are reflecting on the
subjective experience of vision and as interesting as it mav be, it is not the stai ting
point in this thesis Here I take the perspective fiom outside the phenomenon and
studv vision as those aspects of the behavior of an agent that arc guided bij optically
probinq its environment
The phenomenon of opticalh guided behavior is studied
by an external obseiver
Depending on the goal of the agent the same optical exposure has a diffeient
meaning A hungiy rat that is looking at a scene containing both food and a willing
mating partnei will probably niteipiet the sight m \icw of lus liungei If that desire
has been fulfilled it will p e i c e n e the available optical evidence in a diffeient light
Opticallv guided behavioi is a complicated mteiplav between the goal stiuctuie of
the agent and the optical stiueture of its environment In an expeinnental situation
( psychophysus) it is mipoitant to contiol the optical stimulus and the task of the
subject The same stimulus will give cLffeient expuimental iesults if the task us
different Foi example an image of a human face can be judged foi genclei mood,
identity etc The ojitical structuie does not change m the diffeient tasks but the
meaning of the image does
There are a numbci of advantages to this view on the ])ioblem Most im
portantlv, the visual agent and its environment aie tieated as ont system and this
avoids putting any a priori emphasis cm ceitain aspects of the process ( light',
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'brain','goal'). This makes it clear that vision is an inherently cyclical process.
Every action of the agent changes the optical exposure from its environment that
changes its action etcetera ( action-perception cycle). In other words, the agent and
the environment form a symbiosis and every subdivision of the two is essentially
arbitrary; any causal analysis in which the agent is treated as an input-output system is therefore incomplete. I will sometimes use the term vision cycle to make it
explicit that I'm talking about the whole process.

Figure 1

Decartes' (unintentional) visualization of the cyclical nature of vision.

The importance of parts of the cycle (both physically and informationally)
can be checked by removing it from the cycle and observing the result. Closing
your eyes is the easiest way to break the cycle. Removing the world is obviously
impossible but in a lot of analyses the role of the environment is de-emphasized
to the point that it is not even mentioned. It is due to Gibson and his ecological
approach that the interest in this part of the cycle has received the attention it
deserves. If parts of the brain are not functioning any more, the consequences
convey the function of that particular area or structure. A lot of knowledge about
the brain comes from neuropsychological cases as bullet wounds, strokes and lesions.
A second advantage is that the agent is not necessarily a human being and
this approach thereby unifies the study of different types of vision. On the one
hand it opens our mind for a comparison of the visual abilities of different species
in different habitats (e.g. bees versus humans). On the other, it allows a (fair)
comparison between biological ('natural') and machine ('artificial') vision. The
optically guided behavior of robots can enlighten human vision because agent and
environment are totally under control of the scientist/engineer.

Naturai and artificial virion
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Finally, a third advantage is that it releases us from the duty of tackling the
problem of subjective experience Though consciousness is a, highly interesting and
much debated topic [Searle 1992 Спек 1995], it is also a philosophical minefield
that is better avoided if possible In the present pitture, visual awareness is just
one aspect and not the core of the phenomenon
212

Evolution and

development

What is the origin of the phenomenon of vision ? Life on earth is estimated to be
3 5 billion years old and one of the crucial factors that luis made it possible is the
sun It sends energy to earth in the form of electromagnetic radiation which results
in a suitable temperature More importantly trees and plants use this radiation to
transform carbon dioxide and water into carbohydrates and oxygen (by a piocess
called photosynthesis) and these are essential ingredients foi the sui vivai of other
organisms like animals and humans A lot of these creatures in turn use sunlight
that LS reflected by material objects as a carrier of information to guide their
behavior in their natural em ironment
Imagine the first creatures that evolved to use light as an information caincr Light rays are falling in their prototypical eye (that is a mere dimple in their
head) and some light sensitive cells on the skin are sending signals to the rest of
their body Those creatures (read mutations) that arc able to make better use of
optical information from their environment will have a highei chance to stay alive
and reproduce than then optically challenged' relatives The process of natural
selection, that is the unifying concept in (evolutionary) biologv simply results in
the fact that the better adapted mutations have moie offspring
Let's take a closer look at the emergence of a ciuciai part in the vision cycle
the eyes
Nature has come up with two main solutions for transducing optical
signals to neuronal signals, the compound eyes of arthropods (insects) and the
imaging eyes of vertebrates (fish birds, mammals) Aithiopod eyes (onsist of a
large number of separate parts Each of these faeds has its own lens and collects
light from a fixed part of the visual held that stimulates a small numbci of leceptor
cells In vertebiate eyes an image is formed by a lens and a lai go number of icceptor
cells on the back of the steeiablc eyeball transforms photons into ncivcsignals An
interesting exception to these gcncial designs is a u e a t u i o called Copilia quadrata
[Gregory 1990] with only two receptor cells behind two fixed lenses that scan the
visual held by moving the receptors up and down very much like the election beam
m a television
Organisms receive then evolutionaiy acquired knowledge with then genetic
make-up but thev still have to loam to use then eyes when the ν open the in for the
first time This development is the othei half of the learning piocess that eventually
leads to the corpus of visual abilities That humans have to learn how to see is clear
from a number of well documented cases in which people had eve surgciv at a latei
age that restored then eyes but didn t give them vision [Giegory L Wallace 1963
Sacks 1997] Though they roughly detected colois and movement and even learned
to distinguish some basic shapes their perceptual learning was way be hmd that of
normal observers and it turned out to be impossible to catch up In most of these
cases a life with rudimentary sight was experienced to be woiso than no sight at all
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From experiments with kittens it became clear that active exploration іь necessary
to leain how to see In a clever experiment, two kittens received the same visual
stimulation but only one of them could move and thereby determine where they
were looking It was found that afterwards the passive kitten was not even able to
perform basic visual tasks [Held 1963]
The main lessons to be drawn from these considerations are that organisms
have become experts in their natural environment by both an evolutionary and a
perceptual learning process In trying to understand human vision we should take
a close look at the environment in which species evolved and individual organisms
developed Furthermore we should look at other species to gain an insight into
those propel ties that arc gcneial to optically guided behavior, those that are species
specific and those that have to do with the personal history of the organism
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Science and technology

Although wo humans c m lise oui vision extremely well wc do not under stand
it well enough to make an artificial creature that even docs some of the simplest
tricks that we do The present state of vision science and visual technology is far
behind what has been achieved in nature Simple tasks such as object récognition
that we can do effortlessly is still an open problem in computer vision This should
not dcnioiali/e us because it took billions of years of biological evolution to come
up with the human biain and vision science is a mere four centuries old (if we
take Kepler's explanation of the image formation in the eve as an arbitrary starting
point)
The idea here is that wc truly understand (human) vision if wc can come up
with a machine that shows behavior that resembles our visual capabilities If we
take the analogy of flying wc have come a long way because flying machines are
common items nowadays There is a pitfall however autonomously flying machines
aie very rare though naturo has solved this problem numerous times judging hom
the abundant amount of flying insects and birds A plain can be compared to the
products oí imaging technology like an electronic camera in the sense that they both
need a human opoiator to be useful The development of computational models in
image processing and computer vision has made it increasingly clear that the optical
piocessmg m the biain is still too complex to mimic
<\n apt description of the situation in understanding vision is the
saaut
tedinologi/ spiral a concept mtiocluced by the Dutch physicist Саышіг [198 5] As
we can not imagine modem astionomy without telescopes modern vision science
would not be the same without imaging systems (CRT monitors), computers and
robots Casimir s idea is that advances m technology will open up new possibilities
of scientific reseaich that will produce knowledge that can be used to invent new
technologies etcetera Examples of technological advances that already had <ui
impact on vision science aie modern brain imaging techniques find the development
of computational vision models
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H u m a n vision

We are so acquainted with our іыоп that it is hard to realize that there іь something
worth studying at all Our visual world is such a dominant part of our conscious
experience that it takes an effort to understand that it is not equal to the physi
cal world As argued in the previous section we should look at optically guided
human behavior from the outside and not let our own visual awareness cloud our
judgements This section will deal with the human vision cycle first with different
types of behavior and second with different parts of the cycle as the optics of the
world and the anatomy and physiology of the eyes and brain It will end with a
discussion of the interaction of the world and the brain
22 1

Optically guided human

behavior

A lot of human motor behavior is guided by optical information Or to state it
inversely, without optical information a lot of motor behavior is either impossible
or severely hampered In walking we use the size and orientation of structures
in our environment (together with information from the vestibular system) to keep
ourselves upright The structured change of the optical stimulation (also called optic
flow) is used for judging our speed relative to the ground and to othei (stationary
and moving) objects Foi grasping we need information about the shape of an
object to decide whether we should use two fingers, or need our whole hand to pick
it up Before throwing we use our vision to select a target and afterwards to check
whether it was a hit or a miss Athletes are usually piaised for their motorskills
but in most sports their visual skills are equally (if not more) important
Also we use our vision to recognize objects and people in our environment
As mentioned before, we are extremely good at recognition and usually one glance is
enough to make out what we arc looking at In the literature on object recognition
people distinguish different levels of recognition Basic level recognition refers to
the identification of the generic name of the category (c g 'dog') while subordinate
level recognition refers to identifying a member of that class (eg 'dalmatian')
Because we are highly social animals other people especially have our keen
mtciest VVc are not only watching them foi iecognition (by their face then contoui
or even their gait) but also to sec then gcstuies and facial expressions We want to
sec how people respond to ourselves and to othei people, by leading gcstuies and
expressions ( bodv language') ле get important clues about then state oí nimd and
their social position We can even sec from other peoples eves m which dncction
they aie looking with an accuracy of about 1 degree [Cime 1967]
Another class of behavior is navigation oi finding our way in buildings ìural
oi urban environments
Theic is evidence that men and women differ m their
navigational stiategies Men tend to form a global map in which thev map out
the relative position and orientation of sticets and buildings while women tend to
use local landmarks' to remember the route thev have taken [Kimuia 1992] It
is clear that both stiategies aie based on optical information (a mystical sense of
direction' doesn't exist) and in some situations the one strategv is more successful
than the other
An evolutionary recent class of behaviors is called pictorial

perception and
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includes reading watching photographs films, television etcetera These artificial
optical sources are put together to convey something to the observer for educational
or recreational put poses Reading this thesis is exactly of that type With progress
in imaging technologies, the line between natural and pictorial visual environments
('virtual reality') will get more and more blurred
Anothei modern type of behavior is the control of fast moving vehicles such
as driving a car or flying a plane Our visual abilities are not evolved for these
type of situations and in the light of traffic safety, understanding the perception
of velocity at these abnormal speeds is important That we are not biologically
equipped to fly LS obvious from the long and intense training of pilots and the large
amount of navigational technology that LS necessary for (safe) flying
This list of human optically guided behavior is not exhaustive and eveiy
aspect that LS mentioned deseivcs extensive scientific attention The goal of funda
mental' vision science is to enlighten aspects of vision that aie common to all these
behaviors and lead to undeistanding of the general piinciples of vision
222

Optical structure of th( world

We live m a 3D space on the face of the earth and one of the most prominent
phenomena is gravitation Objects tend to stick to the earth 01 fall towards it if
they arc on the loose for some reason This results in the fact that there is a special
direction m oui world and that everywhere on earth there LS a clear up ( skj )
and down ( ground') It also has consequences for the possible shape of natural
or artificial structures In older to be stable static objects should be moie 01
less cyhndncallv symmetric around the vertical axis (c g trees, coffee mugs) For
dynamic stiuctures as humans and cars the gravitational direction and the moving
direction togcthei lesult in bilateral symmetry of the shape In nature thcic are
few exceptions to this general design principle
The light in our world usually comes from the sun above and in the case of
a clear sky it can be approximated by a parallel light beam wheic the rays of light
come from infinity For an oven ast sky (the usual Dutch case) the light source
can be seen as a hemispherical diffuse source where light rays are coming from
everywhere in the sky Depending on the meteorological circumstances, the genene
situation will be somewheie between the two extremes It is a good guess at this
point to assume that human vision should be robust to this type of change in the
lighting conditions In our modern age, light sources are much more diverse and
range from point souices (candles) to Ganzfelds' (overly lit room with white walls)
Light is reflected by material objects and as a first approximation the world
can be divided into opaque (earth objects organisms) and transparent parts (air)
A basic fact that emeiges fiom this simple picture is that opaque objec ts occlude
each other which can be used bv the visual system to establish a depth older
(occluded objects aie furthei away) Objects trivially occlude themselves and this
means that an obseiver can not look at the entire object, but only at one side at a
time For those leaders who aie getting impatient with the description of so manv
obvious facts I want to emphasi/e that these have shaped the human visual system
and need to be taken into account for a good understanding of optically guided
behavior in gencial
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Light from the sun is electromagnetic radiation that travelled through the
atmosphere and has a powerspectrum with dominant wavelengths in the one octave
range of 380 - 760 nm These are not by coincidence the wavelengths that our
eyes are sensitive to and we can name the different wavelengths as the colors of
the rainbow red, orange yellow, green blue, indigo and violet It propagates
rectihnearly and this property gives light its advantage over other modalities for
probing the environment The way light reflects on a material surface can vary
tremendously and the extremes are specular and diffuse reflection A mirror will
specularly reflect a light ray entirely in the direction opposite of the surface normal
with the same angle between light ray and normal On a 'shiny' or 'glossy surface
this reflection component appears as a highlight In the case of diffuse reflection,
light rays are scattered in all directions and such a surface looks 'matt' or dull'
to the human observer The generic case is a combination of these components
and they reveal themselves by moving an object relative to an observer (or vice
versa), the specular component tends to have the color of the light and moves along
the surface (the fastest at places with low surface curvature) while the diffuse
component has the color of the surface pigment and the maxima of reflection tend
to stick to the surface Realizing that the surface of an object can have different
reflection properties at different places, that these properties can depend on the
viewing direction and the spectial frequency of the light gives you a sense of the
complexity of ecological ('real world') optics
In the next phase of the vision cycle, the reflected light is projected into the
eyes of the observei This ends the discussion of the optical part of the vision cycle
and naturally leads us to a discussion of the anatomy and physiology of the human
visual system
223

Eyes and brain

The eyes are the most vulnerable part of the vision cycle and that may be the
reason that discussions about vision usually start there The two eyes that aie
positioned lion/ontallv some 6 cm apait, halfwav the front of the human head
are of the imaging type A lens at the ft ont focuses the image on the back of the
spherical structuie were light sensitive cells catch the photons and generate ncive
signals With a svstem of 6 muscles per eye thev can be moved relative to the
head in a jerky ( saccade ) or smooth ( pursuit') fashion The photoreceptor aie
not homogencouslv distributed over the retina but are most densely packed in the
region near the optic axis that is called the fovea Eye movements can steei the
part of the highest resolution into the direction of interest
After some initial processing in the retina that reduces the 100 million re
ceptoi signals to 2 nullioii nerve signals per eve the two optic nerves cross at the
optic chiasm Basicalh the nerve signals that are re lated to optical stimulation m
the left of the visual held (pro)ecting on the right sides of the retinas) aie going
to the right side of the brain and vice veisa The optic tracts go to the thalamus
in the centre of the brain a small part of the fibers goes to the pretectum (creating pupillary reflexes) and the superior colhculus (guiding eye movements) but the
largei part goes to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LG"\) This striped subcortical
region divides the visual information stream in a maqnocellular and parvocellular
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pathway [Livingstone & Hubel 1988]. The magnocellular part of LGN is insensitive
to spectral properties of the input, responds fast, with high contrast sensitivity,
but with low spatial resolution. In contrast, the (evolutionary more recent) parvocellular part is spectrally sensitive, rather slow, with low contrast sensitivity and
high spatial resolution. These separate channels send signals to the primary visual
cortex (VI) that is part of the cortical region in the back of the head. Some people
call the pathway from the eyes up to, and including VI the front-end of the visual
system. It is however not clear what this means because it is known that there is
extensive feedback from VI to LGN.

Figure 2

Schematic diagram of the anatomy of the the human visual system.

After VI, and the next layer V2, there is a split in the pathways referred
to as the what and the where-p&th. The latter is located in the parietal area of
the brain and is thought to be occupied with the processing of spatial positions
and movements of objects in the visual field. The what-path lies in the temporal
area and is mainly involved in object perception and determining the identity of
the object. This is certainly not the whole story because it is estimated that more
than 50% of the brain is occupied with optically related processing. It is also not
a definite story because research with modern brain imaging techniques will give
increasingly more precise information about what areas of the brain are involved in
what type of processing.
2.2.4

Interaction

between world and brain

Though localization of brain processes is important, the information is of limited
value. The interesting (and extremely hard) question is. rather, how the brain deals
with optical information to guide the behavior of a human being, and not so much
where it takes place. A partial answer is the way the brain encodes optical events
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in neuronal signals The concept of receptive field is helpful here, literally it is the
part of the visual field in which optical activity results in the firing of a particular
neuron More loosely used, it stands for the stimulus characteristics that cause a
neuron to fire Ganglion cells in the retina have circular center-surround receptive
fields and their sensitivity function can be modeled by a Laplacean of a Gaussian
function If light falls in the area where the sensitivity is positive the frequency of
neuron firing ('spikes') will increase and for stimulation in the negative area, the
spike-rate will decrease Both variations, with positive or negative sensitivity in the
centre are equally present in the retina
Neurons in LGN also have receptive fields of the centre-surround type, unlike
those in VI that can be orientation selective both m the spatial domain ( line
orientation') and in the spatio-temporal domain ('motion direction') Hubel and
Wiesel have received a Nobel prize for pioneering work m identifying the sensitivity
properties of these cortical neurons They presented (moving) lines bars and spots
recorded the electrical responses and established sensitivity profiles of the receptive
fields The ultimate consequence of the receptive field concept is a cell that is
only active for a specific stimulus the notorious 'grandmother cell' The enterprise
of finding this type of cells ('neuron doctrine') doesn't seem very fruitful if we
ask ourselves what the signal of the grandmother-cell means to the organism A
homunculus is necessary to make sense of that signal and this means that we have
shifted the problem of mental representation to another part of the brain
What if we look at the pattern of response of an assembly of neurons such as
the layers in V l ? Electrophysiological measurements have shown that points that
are close in the retina project to points m VI that are also close together Because
the topology of the retina is preserved these mappings are called retinotopic and they
are sometimes considered to be the representation of the visual field The question is
(again) what this means for the organism'' The answer must be that it is irrelevant
to the organism because the brain has no access to the spatial layout of its own
neural fibers It would again require a homunculus to look at the retinotopic map
m VI and therefore does not bring us any closer to an understanding of neuronal
encoding It is lemarkable that the large gap in the mapping caused by the division
over the two brain halves was never seen as a problem for this explanation of mental
representation two neighboring point left and right of fixation project to totally
different aieas in the biain
The answer has to come from the realization that goes back to the Gei man
philosopher Lot/e that the nerve signals aie of an intensive natine and that the
correlation of nerve signals is all the bram has1 It is from those correlations that the
bram can establish what he comed a local siqn (e g cooidinatcs in the visual field)
Koendeiink [1984c, 1990a] has backed this up with the necessary mathematics and
showed how this can be realized m principle Furthermore, the organism can only
learn the causal structure of the world by correlating the effects (perception) with
the causes (action) As mentioned several times, vision is a cyclic process and it
can not be 'explained' by mechanisms m only part of the cycle

Il
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2.3

Spatial vision

Spatial vision is the part of optically guided human behavior that is related to
perceiving the shape of space ('room', 'landscape'), the shape of objects ('tree')
and the spatial arrangement of objects in space ('book on table'). In this section
we will basically ignore movement perception and color vision and review what is
known about the visual perception of spatial structure.

2.3.1

Visual field

The visual field is the spatiotemporal luminance structure that is measured by the
eyes. Spatially it is a 2D structure and its properties are revealed by psychophysical
experiments. Note that the numbers given here are obtained under optimal conditions that are rarely reached in daily vision (quiet laboratory environment, subject
concentrates on its task).
Temporal resolution is approximately 60 Hz and is found by determining
the critical frequency where a modulated stimulus does not appear to 'flicker' any
more. Cinematographic projectors (48 image/s) and televisions (50 image/s) are
especially designed to prevent flicker. Temporal resolution increases with eccentricity to 100 Hz and this can be experienced by the (annoying) phenomenon that a
flickering light source in the periphery (TL, monitor) stops flickering when you look
at it foveally.

Figure 3

Multiscale representation model of Koenderink & van Doorn [1978].

At the fixation point the spatial resolution [acuity) is about 1 minute of
arc. It decreases with eccentricity and the rule of thumb is that the acuity is 1
percent of the angle from the optical axis. We are not aware of the decreasing
resolution with increasing eccentricity; we perceive the world as uniformly 'sharp'.
This phenomenon can be experienced by looking at a letter chart where the font size
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increases with eccentricity to make them just big enough top be readable [Anstis
1973] We are also not aware of the big gap in our visual field that is caused by the
part of the retina where the optic nerve and the bloodvessels leave the eye This
'blind spot' is on the temporal side of the visual field of one eye at 20° from the
optical axis and is about 4° in diameter The visual fields of the two eyes overlap
in an area that is 60 % of the total extent that spans a solid angle of 7 9 steradians
(more than half of the 'viewing sphere') For one eye the edge of the field on the
temporal side is 105 ° from the optical axis, so the visual field extends beyond the
coronal (mid-frontal) plane of the head 1
The contrast detection threshold for Gaussian luminance profiles turns out
to be independent of the stimulus diameter in the range from 20' up to 10 c [Bijl
et al 1989] This type of size-invanance is obvious for shape perception where an
object has the same shape over a large range of scales (ι с distances) As long
as the object is sufficiently larger than the acuity and small enough to be entirely
contained in the visual held, this shape constancy generallv holds This points to
a design where the size of the sample elements is not fixed but exists over a large
range of sizes simultaneously
The visual system attends to the proper scale (looks
at samples with the proper size) depending on whether it wants to see the forest'
or the 'trees
Based on anatomical electrophysiological and psychophysical facts, Koen
dennk and van Doorn [1978] constructed a model of conti ast detection thresholds
of spatial patterns that uses simultaneous sampling on multiple scales The idea is
that theie is a fixed number of samples (ictcptive fields) in the fovea on every scale
Together the different sheets in this stack (see figure 3) result in the fact that every
location in the visual held is sampled by several receptive fields though the smallest
ones are only present near the optic axis while the larger ones are only found in the
periphery This leads to the pioportional decrease of acuitv with eccentricity and
to an easv switch from global' to focal' attention depending on the structure of
interest

S h a p e of p a t t e r n s
For many practical reasons a large part of reseaich m spatial vision is pei formed
with black L· white or giavvalue patterns Compared to the natural optical envi
ronment these are highlv impoverished stimuli but 4)inetiines thev can enlighten
ceitain aspects of vision Thev aie indeed casv to pioduce a pen and papei will
often suffice or a simple drawing algorithm can piesent these patterns on a CRT
monitor One of the problems with these 2D patterns is that the visual svstem
will try to interpret them as a 3D stiuctuic and precaution in the interpretation
of the psvchophjsical results is needed With the aid of this tvpe of patterns the
so called Gestalt principles of organi/ation were formulated These pnnciplcs de
scribe how a pattern can be segmented and grouped into meaningful wholes The
principle of proximity states that parts that arc close tend to group togethei as a
unit The competing principle of similarity states that similar items tend to form a
peiccptual group Good continuation is the principle behind the tendenev to group
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Figure 4

Gestalt principles [Rock & Palmer 1992].

together structures that appear to lye on a smooth curve. And finally closure binds
structures together that seem to form a closed curve. These principles undoubtedly
point to regularities in the perception of spatial structure, but it is not clear how
to apply them to the natural scenes we encounter in daily vision.
A phenomenon that is fit to be studied with 2D patterns is the visual per
ception of bilateral symmetry. Ever since Mach discussed geometrical invariances
and noted that mirror symmetry was the most conspicuous one, there has been an
overwhelming number of investigations into this phenomenon. Usually, the stimuli
in these experiments are dot patterns, polygons (either silhouettes or line drawings)
and other simple figures. Of late, people also use images of human faces and other
natural scenes containing bilaterally symmetric structures.
2.3.2

Visual space

Though our visual field has a 2D spatial structure, our visual world is a 3D space.
In the open air. the visual space extends from the ground to the sky and is bounded
in the distance by the horizon. In urban environments we rarely see the horizon
because it is usually occluded by buildings. In our modern world we spend most
of our time indoors and the rooms in which we live and work arc our daily visual
environment.
Our experience of the size of our visual space is not qual to its physical size.
Large distances are usually underestimated and visual space can be distorted in
such a way that straight lines appear curved. The ancient Greeks were aware of
this and built their temples convexly curved so that their walls appeared straight.
Ancient pillars show 'entasis', their diameter decreases with height to give them a
straight and solid appearance. While constructing the Statue of Liberty they used
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the method of scaling up a model in three steps and needed to change its shape with
every step to make it resemble the model. Though this seems inconsistent with the
shape constancy discussed in the previous section, one has to bear in mind that the
shape that is depicted by the statue has a size that is incomparable with the size
of any human figure you might encounter. How this exactly effects the perception
of shape is presently not known.

nun
a

X Г ¿у*
Figure 5

The figure transformations studied by Mach [1886].

Visual space can be divided in different shells around the observer. In near
space (0.1-1 m) an observer can use both visual and tactile information. Touching
and grasping objects give extensive feedback and increase the visual accuracy of
spatial estimates. Visually, the oculomotor cues (accommodation and convergence)
together with stereopsis give accurate depth perception. In medium space (1-10
m) there is no tactile information, still good stereopsis but decreasing oculomotor
information. Spatial information also comes from walking (number of steps) and
motion parallax or the relative shift of objects with a parallel movement of the
observer (large shift means close). In far space (>10 m) the stereopsis information
is decreasing and only 'monocular' visual cues remain: size of objects, occlusion,
perspective and shading (lighter and more contrast means closer).
The geometry of visual space depends on a large number of factors: the scene
itself, the distance, the objects in the scene, the available cues and the task of the
observer. It also depends on earlier exposure as the example discussed by Gregory
[1990] shows. People that live in dense forests have no experience with large visual
spaces, taken out of their natural environment into the open field they could not
estimate large depths and tried to touch the mountains with their hands.
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Shape of o b j e c t s
In the context of this thesis the size of objects arc on the human (1 m) scale
Examples are household objects, human heads, plants, furniture, human bodies,
cars, trees etcetera The shape of these objects vary considerably and the question
here is how we see and recognize them The first thing to realize is that shape
perception is highly task-dependent In navigation for example, one only needs
to know the position and size to successfully avoid an object In the case of face
recognition, more shape aspects arc necessary to accomplish the task
One of the main cues in shape perception is the contour of the object that
is usually a luminance step in the projection The curve on the surface where the
angle between the surface normal and the viewing direction is 90 ° is called the nm
and LS a general space curve The contour is the (visible paît of the) projection
of the nm and its curvature gives information about the local surface curvature
of the shape [Kocndennk 1984a], the convex part of the contour coriesponds to a
convex surface, while the concave part us due to a locally saddle shaped surface
The inflection points on the contour that are the borders between the concave and
convex paits aie caused by a parabolic point on the surface (curvature is zeio m one
direction) A cusp m the contour points to an occlusion of one (part of the) object
from anothei If the shape is rotated there is a qualitative change in the structure
of the contour and events like the emergence and disappearance of m flection points
and cusps are visual cues foi the object structure
As discussed earlier the light is reflected by the surface of the object in a
diffuse and/or specular fashion The light direction plays an important role here
because the visual system assumes that light comes from above it turns out to
be hard to recognize a face when it is lit from below The luminance modulations
give information about surface modulations but these can easily be overruled by
contour infoi mation [Ramachandran 1988, Knill & Reisten 1991] Pigmentation on
the surface that has a structure with a grain that is large enough to see and smallci
than the surface undulations is usually called tí rture Especially through stcieopsis
it conveys accurate infoi mation about the surface structuie The dynamic structure
of these shape cues all have then specific char a c t « , the diffuse shading changes with
the attitude of the object the speculanties show an intricately fast changing pattern
while the texture elements naturally stick to their places and piovide anchor points
on the surface
Shadows pla> a role both in the case when they fall on the underground or
backgiound, and when paits of the object cast shadows on othei paits Shadows
arc generally distinguished from the silhouette of an object because they tend to
have soft' edges
Objects in space
Objects can not be seen independent of their environment the> aie always located
in space ìclativc to othei objects The perception of object location in the visual
world is highly dependent on the visible relation with the environment such as
motion paiallax and cast shadows
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Not much is known about the perception of the attitude of objects The
emphasis has always been on the detection of (2D) orientation in the frontoparallel
plane One of the major findings is that the orientation of horizontal and vertical
directions is more accurately perceived than the oblique directions ('oblique effect'
[Appelle 1972]) Recognition of familiar objects (eg faces) is much harder when
they are presented up-side down These findings all have to do with the fact that the
gravitational direction is special in our world, it creates a global frame of reference
where vertical and horizontal orientations are the axes, and it also defines an 'up'
and 'down' so that familiar objects appear strange to us when the> arc inverted
Shapes arc always judged within a context A picture of the rocky surface
of Mars is very hard to interpret because there arc no familiar structures present,
there is no way of telling whether the scale is that of small stones or the Rocky
Mountains Wlnle the size of the moon is always 0 5 ° visual angle it appears larger
when it is close to the horizon In that case we see it next to familiar structures
in the landscape that tell us that the moon is far away The brain combines the
information about retinal size and distance and infers that it is a large shape When
the moon is high in the sky there arc no visual cues that signals its (large) distance
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Chapter 3
SPATIAL STRUCTURE
The spatial structure of the known universe is beautifully visualized m the book
"Powers of ten - about the relative size of things in the universe" [Morrison et
al 1982] It depicts the typical objects in the universe in 42 images whose edges
represent a distance from 10 2 D to 10~ 16 m From a part of the macrocosmos larger
than galaxies, to the microcosmos on the scale of quarks, this book conveys some
valuable insights about the structure of the universe
The first important point is that the distribution of matter has a hierarchical
organization, or as Euclid put it in lus fifth common notion "The whole is larger
than the part" Galaxies consists of stars and solar systems, the latter consist of
a star with surrounding planets, in the case of the earth a planet is a spherical
lump of matter with mainly water on its surface and a shell of gas around it and its
surface is inhabited by organisms (animals, plants and fungi) that consist of cells,
that contain large DNA molecules in their nuclei that code for their functional
architecture, those molecules consist of atoms that have protons and neutrons in
their nuclei surrounded by electrons and finally, the nuclear particles consist of three
quarks each The book clearly has an atlas structure starting from the humans
that are having a picnic in a park in Chicago vou have to continue flipping pages
to see the DNA structure, while you have to go back to see the structure of the
solar system It is a highlv incomplete atlas because onlv a fraction of the maps
on each scale is shown The second point is that the objects that are distinguished
in the hierarchy sketched above are the icsult of our conceptual segmentation and
grouping of the distribution of matter \\ hat we have chosen to call DNA is a result
of a scientific effort of biological conceptualization that culminated m the discoverv
of its internal structure by Watson and Спек ш 1953 DNA molecules can not
exist scparatclv from the lest of the woilcl but their segmentation from the rest of
the cell was a strategic step in oui undeistanding of the biological paît of natine
Furthermore objects onlv exist on a limited lange of scales The couple in the рлік
that is pictured in the book onlv exists in the iange ol sav 1()2 to I O - 1 m thev blend
in with the structure of the streets of Chicago on largei scales and they arc outside
the scope of the image of the skin structure of the man's hand A final point that
is conveyed by the images is the fact that we aie looking at optical projections and
that the perception of the 3D stiucture of the matte ι distribution of the universe
LS a product of our brains We effortlessly segment the 2D images into meaningful
objects and we are usually not even awaie of the fact that we are looking at ink on
paper
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In this theoretical chapter on the description of spatial structure, I will first
discuss the relation between mathematics and physics Next I will list the branches
of mathematics that are relevant in the context of this thesis The remainder of the
chapter will focus on the conceptualization and operationahzation of the structure
of images, objects and projections
3.1

C o n c e p t s and o p e r a t i o n s

We need to distinguish between the conceptualization of structural entities and
their operationahzation A concept is a mathematical model that exactly describes
the structure of the entity In the case of a circle one can define a planar closed
curve that has a constant distance R from point ρ An o p e r a t i o n is either a recipe
for the physical realization of the entity, or a recipe for the measurement procedure
that determines whether an aspect of a given physical structure is that entity A
c i r c l e is drawn on paper by using a pair of compasses with a fixed angle The
result іь measured with a ruler that measures the distance between the centre and
a number of points on the drawn line if all the measurements give the same result
it is decided that this line is a c i r c l e These procedures can work both ways,
a concept can be operationahzed and an operation can be conceptualized A light
ray for example is m most situations a good operationahzation of a mathematically
straight line The path of a baseball in the air can be conceptualized as the solution
of a differential equation (Newton's 2nd law)
This echoes a philosophical view on scientific theories that is called con
structwe empiricism [van Fraassen 1980,1989] A theory should be consistent and
empirically adequate, the mathematical model should be internally consistent to
prevent contradicting predictions and the phenomena should be adequately de
scribed In this view a mathematical model does not 'explain' the phenomenon
but adequately describes the structure of the relevant aspects It can therefore be
the case that two theories are both consistent and empirically adequate, though
their mathematical models differ The most famous example is probably the com
petition between the Ptolemean and Copernican theories of the dynamics of our
solai system they both accurately described the (available) empirical data, but the
Copernican model (planets go around the sun) was much simpler and came out
victoriously
Another class of description is the PUîCFPT of the structural entity As we
have seen m the former chapter this depends on both the optical exposure and the
goal and abilities of the observer A sloppy mark in the sand can in the context of
a mathematical discussion be perceived as a CIRCI i The circumference of a sheet
of metal that is shaped like a disk using a lugli precision laser might be perceived
as an H I IPSF if it is slanted in the projection
3.2

Geometries

We can approach the description of the 3D space in which we live in an operational
manner Suppose a scout is given a measurement stick (a meter say) and a try
square To go from place Λ to В (from this stone to that birds nest up in the tree)
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we need to give the dbtance to be taken in three perpendicular directions, less than
three will cause the scout to get stuck in a point, on a line or on a plane through A
and it will generally not be able to reach В More than three distances in different
directions can always be reduced to three new distances The mathematical model
that would best conceptualize these operations is Euclidean geometry of 3D space
m which the angles of a triangle add up to 180° and the Pythagorean theorem holds
Now imagine a pilot that is going to fly a plane from Amsterdam to New York
via the North pole More sophisticated equipment will be necessary for navigation,
but also the model needs to be different His model should incorporate the fact that
angles of a triangle on the face of the spherical earth add up to more than 180° The
necessary conceptualization here is a non-Euchdean geometry, in this case spherical
trigonometry The type of geometry that is fit to conceptualize space obviously
depends on the problem at hand You do not need non Euclidean geometry if you
build a house, but you do need it to describe the geometry of visual space
In our example of the scout and the pilot the space of the two navigation
problems had a different topology The scout lives on a plane while the pilot lives
on a sphere Topology is the study of the properties of geometrical figures that are
invariant under continuous deformations (also called 'rubber-sheet geometry ) and
in this view a sphere and a cube have the same structure Topology of a torus is
different from that of a sphere though thev are both two dimensional manifolds
Three dimensional manifolds are harder to imagine An imaginary example is the
torus-like topology of the universe that would lead to the phenomenon that persis
tent travelling in one direction might eventually lead \ou back to the same place
As a theory of the categorization of visual shape topology does not bring us very
far because a cube really looks different from a sphere In the section on object
structure we will see that the topology of shape is scale-dependent, representing
an object on different spatial scales can lead to topological changes The emeigence
of islands in an undulating landscape as a result of a use of the water le\el LS an
example of such a phenomenon
Going back to the navigation problem \vc can view the eaith as a sphere with
radius 6379 km The scout can neglect the curvature of the earth s surface while
the pilot can not The branch of mathematics that studies this type of intrinsic
properties of curves and sui faces is differential qeometry
From the example it
LS clear that this LS also scale-dependent, the distances that the scout hafe to deal
with are vanishing small compared to the radius of curvature of the earths surface
and can theieforc be neglected In general, the surface of smooth shapes can be
divided in regions with different curvature propetties convex concave and saddle
shaped patches This categorization LS due to Gauss and his name LS connected to a
measure of surface curvatuie that LS positive in elbptual regions (convex, concave)
negative in hyperbolic regions (saddle) and zero m parabolic regions (cylindrical in
general these regions are cui ν es)
Finally, the branch of mathematics that studies the geometrical relation
between structures of different dimcnsionahtv is projectile geometry In the present
context only the central (perspective) projection of 3D objects onto a 2D plane is
relevant and we do not need theorems about the duality of points and unes
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Spatial structure
Image structure

A ьсаіаг image is the function
I

RN -> R+

N = 23

where the ДГ-manifold has a planar topology Paradigmatic examples are functions
that represent the luminance [cd/m2] or the mass density \кд/тл\
This section
will review the relevant aspects of scale space theory, a theory that formalizes the
notion of spatial scale in images
3 3 1 Scale and measurement
The measurement of a spatially extended quantity always takes place with a finite
spatio-temporal aperture There is a probe with a finite size that is used to perform
a measurement during a finite period of time The measurement value only makes
sense if the metrical error and the probe size are given, because these tolerances are
necessary to communicate the results completely If we take it a step further and
start sampling a part of space we can patch the measurements together to form an
image
The important spatial parameters of this image are the probe size and image
size The quotient of these values gives the number of image elements ('pixels',
'voxels') So, the image represents structure whose typical scale is in between probe
and image size Smaller structures that may exist m the world are lost in the
measurement process and larger structures are too big to be contained in the image
Now we do another measurement in which everything is the same except
for a larger probe size The number of image elements is obviously smaller now
What is the formal relation between the two images that only differ in their spatial
resolution 7 The answer will result in an image representation in which the spatial
scale ί is an explicit parameter a one-parameter family of images /(г, i)
3 3 2 Scale-space theory
There arc different formalizations of the scale-dependent image representation
Witkin [1983] proposed a multi-scale representation for a one-dimensional signal
as a convolution of the data with Gaussian functions with different widths He
coined the term 'scale-space' to denote the space that is spanned by a spatial and
a scale axis Koenderink [1984b] required the image to be described at all scales
simultaneously instead of an unrelated set of derived images FVom the requncment
that the representation should be tamal in the sense that structure should only
disappear for increasing scale he proved that this is only true if the image is a
solution of the diffusion equation Others have derived the same result in different
ways, via the requirement of non enhancement of local extrema [Lindeberg 1990] or
via the requirement of scale invariance derived from the consideration that physical
observables should be independent of the choice of dimensional units [Florack 1993]
For a review of the essentials of scale space theorv sec the book edited by ter Haar
Romeny [1994]
A scale-space repiesentation is non committed in the sense that there is no
preferred position orientation and scale It is not known in advance what the
properties of the interesting structures will be so we better not commit ourselves
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Furthermore, the representation is causal ('atlas structure') so that for increasing
scale no spurious structure appears, we do not want to represent structure that is
a result of the measurement procedure and not a property of the world The image
representation is a solution /(r, f) of the diffusion equation

адг.о.5Ы
where Δ is the Laplacean operator and t the spatial scale parameter (note that
there is nothing temporal going on here) In Cartesian coordinates the Laplacean
operator takes the sum of the second order spatial derivatives

г=1

u x

i

with N the spatial dimension The solution of this parabolic partial differential
equation is the convolution of the Green's kernel К(т, t) with the 'initial' condition
/(r) = / ( r , 0) that can be considered as the 'real world' function
7(r, t) = K(T t) 8 ƒ(r) = JK(T-

Γ',

t)ƒ(r')dr'

It gives a one-parameter family of solutions with the spatial scale ί as the parameter
The kernel is the Gaussian function Г(г t) and is

V47TÍ
with dimension N The Gaussian is a basic solution of the diffusion equation so
the smallest structure that can be represented on a particular scale is a Gaussian
'blob' It can be considered as a 'point in Euclid's sense of "having no p a r t s '
The diffusion equation describes the relation between the representations on
different scales and formalizes the notion of spatial scale as the size of the Gaussian
In more familiar terms it has iadius' a that is related to t as σ = v2£ The
representation can be studied on a fixed scale ( superficial structure') and this will
reveal the topological struct шс (maxima minima and saddle points, structure of
Lsolcvcl sets) and the diffeiential structure (higher ordci spatial dei natives) It can
also be analyzed in the stale dncction ('deep structure') and this will open up the
hierarchical structure large scale stiuctures that can be traced back to their small
scale origin
C o m p u t e r i m p l e m e n t a t i o n The continuous image structure in scale space needs
to be discretized to make it suit tibie foi implementation On a fixed чаіе Іечеі t the
maximum spacing between samples should be nJ2t/R
with R the metncal resolution
[Koendennk 1988] In the чаіе dimension the spacing should be logaritlirmcalh uniform
For an axiomatic treatment of disci etc чаіе space see the woik of Lindeberg [1990]
From a discrete image representation one can calculate the larger scale image bv
convolving with a sampled Gaussian This is an algonthmicallv expensive opeiation and a
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faster method exploits the fact that a convolution is a multiplication in the Fourier domain
Now, Fourier transfoim (FFT) the discrete image and multiply the result point by point
with a Fourier transformed Gaussian The inverse FFT of the outcome of the multiplication
gives the final result A warning must be added that most F r T algorithms assume a toroidal
topology of the image (left edge is connected to right edge, top to bottom) This may result
in spurious structure on larger scales, because structure can migrate to the other side of
the image
3 3 3

Gaussian

derivatives

One of the advantages of this mathematical structure is that it allows us to go
back to the operation of measurement and conceptualize it more thoroughly The
convolution of a Gaussian Γ with ƒ can be interpreted as a local operator [Γ®] that
probes the world We can even define spatial derivatives of any order by exploiting
the fact that the opciations of differentiation and convolution commute

While the derivative of f (τ) is generally not defined the derivative of the Gaussian
always is, we can take a spatial derivative of a measurement without setting any
bmit to zero
In higher dimensions, mixed partial derivatives can be defined and because
the Gaussian derivatives arc solutions of the diffusion equation linear combinations
can measure (exotic) higher order structures The bottom line is that the Gaussian
derivatives and their linear combinations do not generate spurious structure and
form the class of non-committed operators [Koendennk & van Doom 1990, 1992]
3 34

Neurophyswlogical

relevance

The local operators can be a model for the sensitivity function of receptive fields of
neurons in the brain The center-surround cells in the retina can modeled with the
2D Laplacean of a Gaussian
дх2

dy2

With electrophysiological measurements, receptive field profiles are found in the
visual cortex that arc similai (within experimental tolerances) to Gaussian deriv
atives up to the 4th order with a large range of scales [Young 1988] These local
differential operators are appai с ntlv the language of the brain to encode the optical
input
Another application of scale space theory is the modeling of the spatial distri
bution of receptive fields in the visual field The decreasing spatial resolution with
increasing eccentricity can be modeled by assuming a fixed number of receptive
fields per scale and a simultaneous multi scale representation [Koendennk & van
Doorn 1978, 1982, Lindebcrg & Florack 1992] The small scale receptive fields aie
only found in the fovea while the large receptors arc only available m the periphery
How the visual system exploits the deep structure is presently not known
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Object structure
3.4

Object s t r u c t u r e

An object is a bounded part of space that is defined as
О

N

R

-» {0,1}

N = 2,3

where value 1 means inside the object and value 0 outside the object The function
is derived from an image 7(r, i) from which a region of interest R is chosen This
segmentation is defined by the user and depends entirely on the application (e g
'forest' or 'tree') The object function Ф(г t) is related to the image as

Ф(г, t)

=

Ι (τ t)

if I > I0 and г € R

=

0

if I < / 0 or τ І R

The part of the image is chosen that has a value higher than a certain threshold
I0 and is inside the region of interest R Take for example the case of a 3D mass
3
distribution, we can think of a threshold value of 100 kg/m so that air (1 3 kq/m?)
л
is categorized as space while all kinds of solids (made of wood 600-1200 кд/т or
л
steel 7800 кд/т ) are the objects
In this section I will develop measures to quantify aspects of the structure of
2D and 3D objects The first subsection will review the theory on scale-dependent
object structure for an arbitrary number of dimensions In subsequent subsections
I will indicate whether the measure is developed for the structure of 2D or 3D
objects All measures are easily adjusted foi a different number of dimensions
34 1

Morphogenesis

Because the object function Ф(г, t) only has a value in a finite part of space we can
define φ(τ t) as the normalized object function

Ф(гр

=
φ[

'

I Ф(г t)dT

Note that the function ψ(τ i) has the form of a probability distribution and wc can
therefore apply mathematical results from probability and information theory The
function φ(τ t) is a solution of the diffusion equation
A ^ ( r f, =

-

^

with φ(τ t„) as the initial condition the object representation on the scale of mca
sûrement Wc can calculate what Koendciink & van Doorn [1986] have coined a
morphogenesis
on the laigcst scale the object is an ovoid in 3D or oval in 2D and
under deblurnng the object articulates a moie and more complex structuie This
process stops on the spatial scale of the 01 igmal measurement
Because the function φ{τ t) is a density we can define an iso-density lei el
(isolevel) to find the boundary of the object (surface in 3D or curve in 2D) Notethat the boundary is alwavs a derived entity and that the blurring is performed on
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the density While the blurring is a local process, the boundary is a global entity
and its topology can change ás the spatial scale changes These singularities in the
structure of the isolevel set are of three possible types [Koendcnnk & van Doorn
1986]
• emergence

on deblurnng a blob or bubble can be created

• accretion: on blurring and deblurnng a merge or a split can happen
• versification (only in 3D)
punch-through can happen

on blurring or deblurnng a hole-collapse or a

Note that the latter two processes can happen in both directions for a
decrease or an increase of the spatial scale Two sphcies for example, that are
connected by a thin wire will split if the scale is larger than the diameter of the
wire while the two spheres will merge again if the spatial scale is larger than half
a distance of the spheres Though this may seem inconsistent with the causality
requirement, it is totally justified because the representation of the underlying density is still causal In practical applications we will go back and forth between the
density and the surface representation
C o m p u t e r i m p l e m e n t a t i o n The scale-space repiesentation of a 3D object is calculated in a similar way as described in Section 3 2 The only difference is that one might
need to switch between volume and surface representation note however that the blurring
Ls always done in the density representation
The marching cubes algorithm [Lorensen & Cline 1982] is a method that transforms
a 3D voxel representation into an isolevel surface (polygonal representation) It looks at
iveiy cubical cell of a lcgular 3D gild and checks the eight values If the isolevel surface
goes through the cube the algorithm decides what kind of surface patch should be created
and then it marches on to the next cube
We developed a method that performs the transformation in the other direction a
polvgonal representation of an object into a voxel representation [Oomes et al 1997] We
derived analytical scale dependent cxpicssions for the voxel icpresentation of (triangular)
polygons The algorithm paints the triangles on the voxel grid and 'fills' the lesulting
surface This method LS suitable to analyze the structure of the large amount of objects
that are available in polvgonal icpresentation It devises the input for an analysis m 3+1
dimensional scale-spac e
'Ì 4 2

Information

At a large enough scale an object has its simplest structure and this scale is the
starting point of the morphogenetic sequence How docs the amount of structure
mercase under deblurnng in the ease of 2D objects' A possible answer is provided
by applying the continuous entropy as proposed by Shannon [1948] We have de
veloped this into a measure of structural information [Oomcs & Leeuwenberg 1994
Oomes & Snoeren 1996] that LS tianslation- and rotation-invariant and decreases
for increasing scale
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The term entropy was originally coined by Clausius to mean the capacity
for change of a thermodynamic system It was taken from the Greek τροπή which
means 'transformation' Shannon introduced a concept with the same name in a
different context He proposed a measure of uncertainty about the outcome of an
experiment when the probability distribution of the possible answers was known In
this context we use the continuous Shannon entropy to define a measure of structural
object information as the shape transforms under the blurring operation
The
interpretation is completely different from the one originally intended by Shannon,
here it is a functional of a normalized density that reveals the amount of structure
The continuous Shannon entropy of the density φ(τ, t) is
H(t) = - Jψ{τ

t)log^(r,t)dr

and this measure increases monotonically for increasing spatial scale t
derivative is

A

The scale-

= -¿¡M« 1 «**'')*

=I
>

Ψ

-от

О

The entropy H(t) itself can not be a measure of structural object information be
cause it increases for increasing scale while the object becomes simpler under blur
ring We use the relative entropy Η [Kullback 1959 Uffink 1990] that is defined as
the continuous entropy relative to a background measure λ

Я(0 = -/^М) logger
The background measure is related to the spatial stale t because it is the natural
measure for the typical size in the representation This leads to
Л(г t) = \
Because the entiopy Η can have negative values, we replace it by eH Furthermore
the minimum value of eH that is reached in the case that φ is a Gaussian is 4π<=,
therefore a rescaling is defined to count a 'point as 1 Together this gives
e

- J ^(rf)bg,,;(i-f)<ir

Απ et
The object complexity measure r/(r) is tianslation and îotation invariant and it
decreases monotonically with increasing scale e\entuallv leaching the value one
when the underlying distribution is a Gaussian
In recent years a number of authors have used the continuous Shannon en
tropy as a measure of (some aspect of) image structure [Oomes fc Leeuwenberg 1994
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Jagersand 1995, О о т с ь & Snoeren 1996 Sporring 1996, Weickert 1996, Niesscn et
al 1997, Florack 1997) They all take an image Ι(τ ί) as a solution of the diffusion
equation, subsequently normalize tins solution and apply the Shannon entropy The
monotonie behavior of Я is generally interpreted as an expression of the causality
requirement One usually takes — Η [Weickert 1996, Niessen et al 1997] or eH /t
[Oomes & Snoeren 1996] so that the disappearance of structure with increasing
scale nicely corresponds to a decrease of the measure
The problem however in all these approaches is the normalization procedure
In order to be able to use the Shannon entropy, one needs a normalized function,
but in the case of images it is not clear over what area the normalization should
be performed Normalization over R2 docs not make sense, because one can not
measure the whole space If you normalize over the image size the shape of the
image (usually square) will influence the measure, though it is not an intrinsic
part of the image structure The conclusion must be that the (modified) Shannon
entropy is not an appropriate measure for image structure, but is only applicable
to objects where normalization is A natural procedure as we have seen above
C o m p u t e r i m p l e m e n t a t i o n There is just a small catch m implementing the com
plexity measure Because the function φ is normalized there is an area where it takes the
value 0 and to avoid the case of log 0 a small value should be added to ψ The obvious
constant to add is the metrical resolution R
З4З

Symmetry

In general, symmetry can be defined as invariance under some transformation
In a mathematical sense this means that an object should be exactly equal to its
transformed version An operationahzation of this definition should incorporate the
tolerances that are present m any real world application Using scale-space theory
this would lead to the requirement that
*(Γ,ί)=Ίν(Γ,ί)
where Τ is an operator that symbolizes the transformation (e g reflection, rota
tion) An exact symmetry will be rare in natural circumstances, thcrefoie it is
appropriate to define a symmetry correlation as
Mr,№(r,c)rfr
S U

J*2(rt)dT

The correlation s(?) has value 0 if the function φ(τ, t) and its transformed version
do not overlap at all, while it will be 1 if strict invariance holds The transformation
Τ can be anything you want depending on which symmetry you want to study
Heic I am interested m the bilateral symmetry of 2D objects or patterns
where the transformation is a reflection around the line τ — 0 and this gives
/,ч

[<р(т, t)A-*
ij,t)dxdy
Ι Ψ2{r,y,t)dxdy
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The bilateral symmetry correlation μ(<) is always increasing for increasing spatial
scale Patterns can be asymmetric or random on the fine scale and exactly sym
metric on the coarse scale Eventually every 2D object will be a circular blob after
sufficient blurring and will show bilateral symmetry
3 4 4

Attitude

The object function ψ(τ, t) can be used to define moments that are functionals with
polynomials as the integrating function In the 3D case the regular moments of
order ρ + q + г are defined as
xpyl,zr<p(r,t)dr

î7ip,r(i) = /

These moments 7np<7r(i) are generally scale-dependent and the derivative to the
spatial scale gives
dnipgrlt)
dt

dt

I3?y4zT<p{T,t)dr
3?y"z^t{T,t)dT

=

T
l·/ 3?y"z Aip(r

l·

p(p

1)

t)dr
q(q - 1)

|

r(r - 1)

|

У

-J

j?yqz^(r,t)dT

This means that for p, q, r = 0 V p, q r = 1 the derivative is zero, so these moments
are scale invariant For тп^оо this means that the total mass is constant and this
is in line with the property of the diffusion equation that only the distribution is
changed and not the 'amount of stuff' The first-order regular moments define the
location of the center of mass, or centroid
m

с = (mioo,T?oio

°01)

The location с is also scale imariant and in piactice this means that a low resolution
icpresentation is sufficient for localization The location of the centroid can be used
to dehne the central moments
ІУ - "Тою)" (- - "Tooi ) г

Vn r ( 0 = / ( с - тш)"

(г t)dr

The zcroth order central moment is equal to the regular moment /¿(юо = тт?ооо The
first order central moments μί00
μ 0 1 0 and μοΰ1 aie all /ero bv definition
Most
interesting in the present context are the sccond-oider cential moments which are
related to the regular moments as
Маю =

m200

M020

=

™020

-™oio

ΑΌο2

=

™002

—
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m

ooi
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for the singular 2nd order moments and
=

m

i i o - тойотою

Mioi

=

m

i o i - "гіоо"іооі

Mon

=

m

o n ~~ mowrrkioi

MHO

for the mixed 2nd order moments

Let us look at the scale behavior of these

moments The scale-derivative of μ ^ is
d
Φ200
= τ | ( ι - τηι00)2φ{τ, t)dr = 2
dt
So ^200 depends on t as
M200 = 2i + constant
Similarly for the other singular 2nd order moments μΟ20 and μ002
derivative of μ 1 1 0 is

The scale-

άμηο

d
• {x - mioo)(y - тпоЮ)~р(т t)dr = 0
dt
dt
So μ 1 1 0 LS scale-invariant and a similar pioof can be given for the other two mixed
2nd order moments μ 1 0 1 and μ 0 1 1 Now let us introduce the second-order central
moment matrix M that is defined as
M =

Mara M110 M101
M110 M020 M011
M101 Mon M002

This matrix turns out to be extremely useful, it is the inertia tensor from classical
mechanics The eigenvectors are the three orthogonal principal rotation axes of
the object and the eigenvalues are the angular moments The only difference with
the approach in classical mechanics [Goldstein 1980] is that here the mass density
explicitly depends on the spatial scale and this allows us to analyze the scaledependence
The trace of M is independent of rotation and is equal to the sum of the
eigenvalues It has the value
Tr(Ai) = μ^ο + μ 0 2 0 + μΜ2

= λ, + Α2 + Α,

The value ^</Тг(Л/) can be interpreted as the global si/e of the object
values aie ordered as
Ai ^ A2 ^

The eigen

A3

and then square roots are the diameters (length width and breadth) of the object
m the principal orientations If they are all equal the object is a sphere if two of
thorn are equal the object is a solid of revolution The aspect-ratios of the major
axis of the object with the orthogonal ones are
Αι
U = τЛ2

íind

A2
г2 = —
Ai

Foi elongated objects π will be much larger than r> The eigenvalues are increasing
with stale and the aspect ratios will converge to one because for every object there
us a (large) scale at which it is a spherical blob
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The result of the 2D central (perspective) projection of a 3D scene is denoted as
3

2

R — R

Ρ

It is a conceptualization of the situation of an optical projection of the environment
in the eyes of the observer In this section I will limit the discussion to the projection
of objects Furthermore I will focus on the features in the projection that signal the
attitude of objects This will be worked out analytically for the case of spheioids
The following definitions are in order The viewing direction г is defined
as pointing towards the eye Assuming the light source to be a parallel beam
(as is true in our experiments) the direction towards the source is the illuminant
direction L The global attitude of the object is defined m the previous section as
the orientation of the principal axes and is described with three angles slant hit
and yaw If the viewing direction originates in the centroid с of the object, the
orientation of the major axis is denoted by the slant σ as (angle with the viewing
direction г ) and the tilt τ as the angle in the frontoparallcl plane (peipendicular to
r) The orientation of the minor axis is denoted as the yaw -> or the angle around
the major axis Locally, the surface of the object has an orientation referí ed to as
the surface normal N pointing in the outward direction
35 1
Contour
The nm is the curve that is formed by the points on the surface that divide the
visible from the invisible parts These are the points where the surface normal N
and the viewing direction r are perpendicular and we have
N

г = 0

Generally, this is a twisted space curve and its projection is the contour Locally the
contour signals the shape of the surface patch, convexities of the contour conespond
to convex patches and concavities to saddle-shaped patches, the infections in the
contoui are caused by paiabohc curves on the surface [Koendciink 1984a] These
facts aie true for both orthogonal and perspective projection Furtheimore Τ
junctions in the contoui arc caused bv self-occlusions wheic parts of the rim that
aie closei to the observer occlude a part of the rim that is further av\av
What does the contour signal about the global attitude ' Onlv foi a îectangulai box all parts of the nm are in the same orientation as the pimcipal axes and
their projection can be used by the observer In general the nm has a complicated
structure that has no direct relation with the global attitude of the object
'1 5 ¿

Silhouette

If we onlv take the part of the contour that is the border between the object and
the background ( outline ) we end up with silhouettes These are 2D objects and
can be analyzed with the methods m Section 3 4 Second older moments together
form the 2D 'inertia' tensor that gives the orientations of the majoi and minor axis
by its eigenvectors, and the aspect-ratio by its eigenvalues The aspect ratio is the
ratio of the length and breadth of the silhouette
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It depends on the shape of the 3D object whether this aspect-ratio can give
any information about the global attitude Lets consider two simple examples a
stick of length / and a disc with area A The tilt of the stick can be derived from the
major axis orientation #A, and the slant can be derived from the projected length
lp and its change /' with changing slant as
ζ

L

=

/sin σ,

σ

=

arctan -^

dip

Iμ = —^ = I cos σ
ασ
'ρ

This means that for an elongated object, the major axis can be derived from the
changing silhouette with changing slant Let us look at the a disk that is oriented
frontoparallel and whose aspect ratio rp increases with slant and the orientation of
the minor axis gives the tilt Similarly for the slant, we have
rp

— cosa,

σ

=

drp
τp = —f- = —sina
der

arctan —
r

P

So for objects with cxticme shapes as sticks and discs the aspect-ratio and its
change with slant gives us the global orientation of the object For more intricate
shapes, the (changing) aspect-ratio does not bear such a simple relation with the
object orientation Only for spheroids a similar relation exists and I will give the
derivation in Section 5 4
3 5 3
Shading
The surface of an object reflects the light and I will discuss the (rare) case that
this can be approximated by diffuse, or Lambertian shading This is the case where
the amount of reflected light simply depends on the orientation of the local surface
patch N relative to the illuminant direction L If the patch is not occluded by
other parts of the object and N г > 0 (to make sure that the surface is facing the
observer), the piojectcd luminance is
I(x y) = p\ ( N L)
with ρ the sut face albedo and A the illuminant intensity This only gives a local
luminance and the question is what the shading signals about the global attitude If
we look at the terminatoi oi the boundary between the light and the dark regions,
we can make a sinnlai analysis as in the case of the urn The main points to notice
arc that, first the terminator LS a fuz/y boundary on the surface of the shape that
mav be hard to locah/e Especially in natural circumstances it will rarelv be clear
(the half moon is an exception) Secondly, the terminator should be visible from the
side (depending on relative position of illuminant and viewing direction) and can be
seen to change in depth telative to the source while the rim LS only revealed by the
contoui In ideal circumstances (side light proper object attitude), the terminator
can reveal the structure of the surface and only indirectly guide inference about the
global attitude
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C o m p u t e r i m p l e m e n t a t i o n There is a large choice in software that renders 3D
objects and scenes on a computer monitor They usually represent the shapes as polygonal
surfaces, remove the polygons that are invisible because of self-occlusion and calculate the
projection of the remaining polygons with either orthographic or perspective projection on
the image plane All kinds of algorithms are developed to reflect the light in a diffuse or
shiny fashion (e g Gouraud shading Phong shading) or map images on the surface to
mimic textured surfaces With the increase of processor speed and memory capacity it is
getting easier to pioject 3D density representations directlv where the algoiithm calculates
the projection of a chosen isolevel set In this wav medical images from \IRI or PET scans
can be visualized without the need for an intti mediate sin face representation
In most cases the result is photometiically unrealistic and it is always possible to
distinguish computer rendered images from real photogiaphs The flexibility of computer
graphics foi research on visual perception of 3D objects gives it an edge ovei the use of
real objects m natui ally lit enviionments but piesent technologv can not replace the ical
optical world b\ a vntual one
У 5 4 Example
spheroids
Spheroids are ellipsoids of re\olution and if the rotational axis LS the ζ axis then
implicit equation LS
9

9

ч

+ -_ = ι

ii^!

a2
V
Depending on the global abpect ratio r, = * the spheroid is oblate (rs < 1) prolate
(r, > 1) or a perfect sphere (rs = 1) The parametric representation is
/(θ,φ) = (a sm θ cos c\ a sin θ sin о bcosO)
with 0 < θ < π and 0 < О < 2π Foi fixed о the resulting curves are the meridians
that go from pole to pole A fixed θ will give you the parallels that are circles that
become smaller closer towards the poles
The surface of a spheroid LS everywhere elliptical and convex so the punciple
curvatures are always positive The poles are umbihcs oi naval points because the
principal curvatures are equal If one of the principal directions is in the tangent
direction on all points of a curve they aie called principal curves or lines of curvature
and here they are the meridians and paiallcls The ridge LS a curve that LS formed
by the points that are extrema of tui vat ure on principal curves In the case of
spheroids the ridge is the parallel at ; = 0 or the equator
As we have seen the slant σ is the angle between the rotational axis and the
ζ axis (line of sight) the tilt τ is the angle of the lotational axis m the 2>?y-plane
(fronto-parallel plane) The rotation matrix for a given σ and τ LS
/

R

=

τ
sm τ
\
0

(

COS

- sm τ
cos r
0

0 \ / 1
0
0
0 cos σ
1 / \ 0 sm σ

COST

—SUIT

0

SUIT cos σ

cos τ c o s a

— sm <τ

sin τ sin a
with 0 < σ < π and 0 < τ < 2π

cos τ sm σ

cos σ

0
\
— sin σ
cos σ j
\
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S l a n t e d spheroid

For simplicity, we start with the implicit equation for the case r = | if the spheroid
is only slanted around the i-axis This gives
x2
—1 +Ay2
a

- 2Byz + Cz2 = 1

with
sin2a
A

б2

2

a

1
В

a¿
sin2 a

C

a2

) sin σ cos σ
cos2a

'

V

The surface normal N of the slanted spheroid is
N

%ex + (Ay - Bz)ey

+ {Cz -

By)ez

2

У£ + (Ay - Bz) + (Cz - By)2

If the vantage point is on the ζ axis with distance d ftom the origin, the viewing
direction is
_ -xex - yey - (z - d)ez
For the n m N г = 0 and theiefoie the viewing cone LS
χ

2

, + Ay- - 2Bijz + Cz' + d(By -Cz)
a1

=0

Together with the implicit equation foi the rotated spheroid this defines the nm as
the ellipse

x(t) = * 7 i - d f e y(t)

=

a2 IP С

t
1

z{t)

t2

= dc

B

+

cf

with a dummy parameter —abJC — l/d2 < t < abJC — \/d2 Note that the para
mctnc representation depends on the distance d and the tei m -^ shifts the ellipse in
the direction of the vantage point The ellipse further depends on the aspect ratio
r s and the slant σ and makes ,m angle ρ with the frontoparallel plane
ρ(σ) = arc tan

(r2 — 1) sinCTCosσ
cos 2 σ + r2 sin σ

As expected m the case of a sphere, ρ — 0 and the plane of the (circular) nm is
always frontoparallel In general, it LS neither frontopaiallei nor equal to σ and does
not dnectly signal the global orientation in depth of a spheroid
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P r o j e c t e d aspect-ratio
The projected aspect-ratio rc is defined as the ratio of the length and width in the
projection In the present case where the spheroid is only rotated around the i-axis
(r = | ) , the aspect-ratio is
Tc =

Утпах

тпгп

^max

-Emm

and for the contour of the perspective projection of a rotated spheroid it is
2

2

2

rc(a) = у cos σ + г ып σ
It depends on the aspect-ratio r, of the spheroid and the slant σ and is independent
of the distance In the case of a spheie / Γ (σ) — 1 as expected and in the case of
σ = 90° the projected aspect-ratio is equal to the object aspect ratio rc — ι, The
relative rate of change ^(σ) for changing slant σ is
2

,
drr
(7 — l)sin acos σ
σ
Μ ) = Τ He =
a T~2
2ασ
cos ¿ «τ + r\ sin σ
Together тс and r'c can be used to determine the slant σ with
arctan

\rl - И
К

In principle the orientation m depth of a spheroid can be derived by combining the
aspect-ratio and its relative change
Diffuse shading on spheroids
It is assumed that the surface of the spheioid diffuseK ieflects the light coming
from a parallel light beam The teiminator is the boi dei between the light and
dark regions and its shaipness depends on the illumination dnection and the local
curvature Highly curved patches can give use to shaip boundaries (an extieme
example being the edge of a cube)
If a Ls the angle between the majoi axis of the spheioid and the illuminant
direction L, the terminator makes an angle i with the plane perpendicular to L
In analogy with the inn we ha\e
tJ(a) = arctan

(/; — 1) sm a coso

It depends on the viewing direction whether a part of the teiminator LS visible As
m the case of the rim the terminatoi docs not directh signal the orientation of the
spheroid and together with its fuz¿y appearance excludes it fiom being a source of
information
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Chapter 4
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF BILATERAL SYMMETRY
4.1

Introduction*

Most self-moving organisms arc roughly bilaterally symmetric and m the final analy
sis this is caused by gravitation and locomotion [Wcyl 1952] The direction of gravity
determines the doiso-ventral distinction and the moving direction determines the
antero-postenor one, while only the left right sy mmetry remains intact There are
al WAV ь small deviations from peifect symmetry and internally theie is a significant
asymmctrv that does not disturb the giavitational balance Large external de
viations are exceptional though the left-handed fiddler crab foi example has one
oversized front leg and the male narwhal LS a whale that has a gigantic left tooth
[Gardner 1990]
Visual sensitivity for bilateral symmctrv is found in a Luge number of species
as divcise as swallows [Moellei 1992] /cbias [Swaddle L· Cuthill 1994] pigeons
[Délais L· Nowak 1982] and of couise humans In most of these ca.ses the (high)
sensitivity is denved from the piefeience foi symmetiic paitneis ш mate selection
For human visual pcnception it was Mach [18861 who noticed the high sensitivity foi
bilateral symmetry aiound tin vertical (giavitational) axis m compaiison to othei
types of svmmetry like repetition (invaiiaiice under translation) and self similarity
(invai lance under scaling)
Ль mentioned the bilateial svmnietiv of locomotois LS nevei perfect Ini
man laces a n usuallv slightlv asymmetric and bv /oonimg m on the heckles the
svmmetiy will largely bicak down Ль an extreme example of this phenomenon I
constructed a picture of the lcttei S and its minoi image [see Figuie 1] At first
sight the pattern looks bilatciallv symmetric After scrutrmzmg however it turns
out that everv white patch of the checkerboard texture on the left corresponds to a
black one on the right and vice versa The ¡Mt tei η is exactly anti-symmetric One
pattern can apparently lead to opposite symmetry judgements when you attend
to different spatial scales What arc the spatial chai actenstics of human bilateral
symmetry detection·' A lot of psychophysical icsults are available to answer this
question [Wagcrnans 1995] It is clear that the best detection performance is reached
when the symrnetry-axrs of the pattern is at fixation [Barlow &, Reeves 1979] and
has a vertical orientation [Palmer & Hcmenway 1978] What is the influence of dif
ferent parts with different sizes on the symmetry perccptron of the whole ' Julesz &.
Chang [1979] expressed the size of parts as spatial frequencies and concluded from
"This research was done ш collaboration with Johan Hulk man (NICI Uimeisitv of Nijmegen)
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a demonstration that in symmetry perception the low frequencies have "considerably stronger perceptual weight'' than the high frequencies. Thus, large parts have
more influence on the symmetry percept than small parts. Barlow & Reeves [1979]
discussed in their classic paper (among other factors) the influence of inaccurate
pairing in symmetric dot patterns and stated that a "surprisingly large inaccuracy in the placing of pairs can be tolerated". Thus, small parts can be perturbed
without much influence on the symmetry percept.

Figure 1 A pattern that is anti-symmetric on the small scale and symmetric on the
large scale.

What is the influence of different positions in the pattern on symmetry detection? There is general agreement about the assertion that the area around the
symmetry axis is the most important one [Bruce & Morgan 1975, Barlow & Reeves
1979]. It has to be emphasized here that this is based on experiments with dot
patterns that actually have structure around the axis. Barlow & Reeves [1979] add
that the dots that form the edge of the pattern also have an important influence on
symmetry detection. This is obvious in the case of Une drawings [Palmer & Hemenway 1978] where the edge is the only visual structure available. We can conclude
that different zones in the pattern influence symmetry detection in a different way
and that they should all be taken into account in an analysis of pattern structure.
In summary, there is a clear acknowledgment in the literature of the influence
of spatial structure 1 on bilateral symmetry perception. What is lacking however is a
formal analysis of that structure. In the case of a dot pattern the dots near the axis
form a small scale structure while the edge of the pattern is a large scale structure
that os formed by a large number of dots. As we conclude from the example in
Figure 1. attending to different scales leads to different symmetry judgements.
From psychophysies [Bijl 1989]. electrophysiology [Young 1987] and modelling of contrast detection thresholds [Koenderink & van Doorn 1978] it has become clear that the human visual system samples the visual field on multiple spatial
scales. This spatial information is assumed to be simultaneously available and is the
basis of the processing that will result in a symmetry judgement. The formalization
of the concept of spatial scale was discussed in Chapter 3 and it will be the main
mathematical tool for the analysis of structure.

Scaie-dependent s}iiiijietrj
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In the rest of this chapter I will first give a formal analvsis of the scaledependent bilateral symmetry in a pattern Thib will use a correlation measure
that gives the scale-dependent symmetry [Oomes 1995] and an information measure
that counts the amount of evidence that the correlation is based on [Oomes &.
Snoeren 1996] Next I will discuss the experiment that tests the influence of the
spatial structure on diffeicnt spatial scales on human bilateral symmetry detection
[Hulleman & Oomes 1997] Finally I will argue for an explanation of the results in
terms of a large-to-small spatial scale evaluation of the available evidence to make
the decision whether a pattern is symmetric or not
4.2

Scale-dependent s y m m e t r y

Perfect bilateral symmetry occurs when a pattern and its reflected version arc ex
actly equal If we operationahze this definition we have to include the tolerantes of
the measurements that will determine the equahtv of a pair of points, left and right
from the axis Pixels in an image for example have a certain size and deviations
from symmetry that aie smaller than a pixel will of course not influence the final
symmetry verdict In scale-space theoiy this idea is formalized and the resolution
of the measurement is an explicit parameter in the representation The goal here
is to analyze the amount of bilateral svmmetrv that is present on different spatial
scales and thereby develop an objective method of description of the stimuli m the
symmetry detection experiments
4 2 1

Scale-space

From the assumptions of linearity homogeneity isotropy and causality one can
derive that the representation of an image L(x y,t) on spatial scale / is subject to
the diffusion equation
dL(x y t)
AL{r y,t) =
—
with initial condition L(i y 10) (iemeuibci that / is not a temporal paiameter)
This means that the iepicscntation is non committed and does not benefit any
position any onentation or any scale On top of that it has the causahtv propeitv
that foi increasing scale t structuie will only disappcai
An equivalent v\av of
icpiesenting L(i ц t) is the convolution of the Gaussian function Γ( ι ι/ t) with the
condition L(r y 0) — j(i ij) with ƒ the 'world' function
L(x y t) = Γ ( ι y t)$f(,

,j)

The Gaussian LS donned as
P

и

with σ = v/27 the îadius of the probe The world is sampled with probes that
have a Gaussian sensitiv ltv profile and the diffusion equation determines the iclation
between the representations on different scales
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Correlation

The amount of symmetry correlation (see Chapter 3) of the pattern and its reflection
in the axis χ — 0 is

_ ƒ ƒ ¿(ж. ι/, t)L{-x.

y. t)dxdy

IJ L2{x,y,t)dxdy

The correlation measure μ(ί) depends on the scale f and has values between 0
(anti-symmetric) and 1 (perfectly symmetric) and is never decreasing for increasing
scale. Thus, a given pattern can be random (or anti-symmetric) on the fine scale
and symmetric on the coarse scale, but never the reverse.

4-2.3

Information

The information measure as defined in Chapter 3 uses the normalized function
φ(χ, y, t) and is

p~ ƒ J

*'(*) =

ІХ'УА b 8 P(x-y-t)dxdy

:

It gives the amount of blobs of radius \J2t on scale t that are necessary to form
the pattern. Here we interpret the measure as the amount of evidence i(t) that the
correlation //(f) is based on. It decreases monotonically for increasing scale, on a
large enough scale this gives value 1.

4-2-4

Examples

I will adopt the following terminology to describe the patterns; 'coarse' and 'fine'
will refer to the subjective impression of the content of a pattern, 'small scale' or
'large scale' will refer to the value of the scale parameter t and the relative size of
the pattern, and "symmetric' or 'random' will refer to the categorization if you look
at the correlation on the smallest scale.

Scale-dependent
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Figure 2 Three fixed aperture patterns (top row) with their symmetry correlation
signatures (middle row) and information signatures (bottom row).

Figures 2 and 3 both show three different random patterns that are increas
ingly coarse. They are depicted together with their correlation and information
signatures. The scale is expressed as the radius σ of the Gaussian in pixel units.
Figure 2 shows patterns with a fixed aperture size (top row). These type of patterns
are used in Experiment 1. The information profiles (bottom row) arc the same for
all three patterns because they merely express the number of Gaussian blobs that
make up the pattern. These signatures are equal by construction because exactly
half of the pixels on the smallest scale within the aperture are white. The symmetry
correlation profiles (middle row) are different for the different patterns because the
structure of the fine patterns will blur together on a smaller scale than the structure
of the coarse patterns. So, the fine patterns reach μ = 1 for smaller scales than the
coarse patterns. In the case of perfect symmetry the correlation is maximal at all
scales and the correlation signature is a straight line.
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Figure 3 Three scaled aperture patterns (top row) with their symmetry correlation
signatures (middle row) and information signatures (bottom row).

In Figure 3 (top row), the aperture of the patterns is scaled with the typical
scale of the parts: the patterns are scaled versions of each other. If you look at the
information signatures (bottom row) you will see that a small pattern reaches i = 1
for a smaller scale than a large pattern. The correlation signatures (middle row)
are also different, and for these scaled patterns the two signatures are the same for
each pattern except for a shift in the scale direction.
4.3

E x p e r i m e n t 1 - bilateral s y m m e t r y d e t e c t i o n

What is the influence of the varying size of the substructures on symmetry detection
for patterns that have a fixed circular aperture? The analysis in the previous section
shows that the information signature is the same for these type of patterns but the
symmetry correlation differs; for fine random patterns you have to analyze smaller
scales to find evidence for asymmetry than for coarse patterns. The experimental
question here is how this type of difference in pattern structure influences detection
performance.
We also investigated the influence of the orientation of the axis of symme
try. Mach noticed that bilateral symmetry around a vertical axis was more easily
perceived than around a horizontal axis. We used the same patterns to test the
detection of horizontal symmetry and expected the performance to be worse.

Experiment 1 bilateral symmetry detection
4 3 1

15

Stimuli

The stimuli were perfectly symmetric or random with varying size of the substruc
tures (see two top rows of Figure 4) The patterns were black & white on a gray
background within a fixed circular aperture with a diameter of 9 0° visual angle
The 8 conditions differed in the typical scale of the substructures from 0 25 to 32
pixels (see Table 4 1) and look increasingly coarse ranging from conventional noise
patterns, via Dalmatian dog texture to Holstein cow patterns The coarseness of the
patterns was varied by the following production process, a 512 χ 512 pixels image
was filled with landom grayvalues, blurred with a Gaussian niter with scale ÍT,,,,,,
pixels and thresholdcd to get a black and white picture A circular aperture was
added by making all pixels gray that were outside a fixed radius from the centre
For the symmetric stimuli, the random grayvalues on the left half were mirrored m
the right half
condition
и mm

1
0 25

2
05

3
1

4
2

5
4

6
8

7
16

8
32

In each condition ten stimuli were produced five perfectly symmetric and five
random Each stimulus was presented six times So 2 conditions ('symmetric oi
random') χ 8 scales χ 5 patterns χ 6 repetitions = 480 stimuli per block with the
same symmetry axis orientation The set of stimuli was used m both the vertical
and the horizontal conditions
4 32
Subjects
A group of 32 naive and payed observéis participated in the experiment
Thev
had normal or corrected to normal visual acuity All subjects were students at the
University of Nijmegen with a mean age of 21 4 in the range 18 to 27
4 '1 3
Apparatus
The experiments were performed with a standard PC with CRT mom toi with 800 χ
600 pixels that subtended 14° χ 10° m the visual field The patterns were piesented
on a gray background with a 10 cd/m2 luminance Light in the loom was dimmed
to avoid glare on the sciceli Observers weie placed in a chin lest to keep then
viewing distance at 114 cm A button-box with built-in timer was used to detect
the responses
4 i 4 Procedure
The experiment consisted of two phases a veitical symmctrv and a hoii/ontal
symmetry phase The observers had to judge whether a briefly (50 TTIS) piesented
stimulus was symmetric or random bv pressing the appropriate button
If the
answer was wiong obscivers iecened feedback m the foim of a short beep Each
phase was pieceded by an instruction m which thc> saw one pattern from evei>
condition (16 stimuli) to adjust to the task and the oi tentation of the symmeti> axis
The order of the type of symmetry (horizontal vertical) was c o u n t « balanced ovei
subjects The same goes for the condition whethci tliej had to press for symmetry
with their dominant hand or not
The experiment was succeeded by an acuity test in which the subjects saw
»ill the 160 stimuli The stimulus remained visible until the response was given
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I » Q
Figure 4 Examples of stimuli for the symmetry detection experiments; fixed aperture
(top rows) and scaled aperture (bottom rows).

Experiment

17

I - bilateral symmetry detection

This was a test to be sure that small structures in the pattern were actually visible.
It took subjects approximately an hour to complete the whole experiment.
4-3.5

Results

First of all, the acuity test gave an average 99 % correct. As indicated by most
subjects the mistakes were 'slips of the finger' where the nature of the stimulus
was clearly seen, though the motor system decided otherwise. Given enough time,
subjects can do the task perfectly.
For vertical symmetry (Figure 5), the percentage correct was in all cases
higher than 90 %. Only Condition 3 gave a significant difference between the
symmetric and random patterns (t = 3.7, df = 31, ρ < 0.01).
The interesting results however are in the response times. Figure 5 depicts
the mean of the median response times. In the symmetric condition there was only
a slight increase in speed for coarser patterns, while in the random condition there
is a clear effect of decreasing response time for coarser patterns. For the three
finest pattern conditions, it took observers on average 60 ms more to correctly
judge the random stimuli compared to the symmetric ones. Condition 1 to 5 show
significantly slower responses for the random patterns than for the symmetric ones
(t = 3.4 — 5.9, df = 31, ρ < 0.01). The overall pattern of results is that finer patterns
lead to larger differences in response time.

fine -> coarse

fine -> coarse

Figure 5 Experiment 1: results of the naive observers for the fixed aperture patterns
with vertical symmetry (left column) or random content (right column), percentage
correct (top row) and response times with standard errors (bottom row).
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In the condition with the horizontal symmetry axis, the overall performance
was lower than in the vertical case (see Figure 6). Percentage correct was never
below 77 % and the response times were on average 63 ms (symmetric) and 67
ms (random) longer than those for vertical symmetry. The response times differed
significantly in all conditions with again a slower response for the random patterns
(i = 2 . 2 - 4 . 3 , df = 31, ρ < 0.01).

horizontal symmetry

2

3 4
5 6
tine - > coarse

2

3
4
5 6
fine - > coarse

Figure б Experiment 1; results of the naive observers for the fixed aperture patterns
with horizontal symmetry (left column) or random content (right column), percentage
correct (top row) and response times with standard errors (bottom row).

4.4

E x p e r i m e n t 2 - fixed v e r s u s s c a l e d a p e r t u r e

The lower performance for the fine patterns, especially the long response times,
raises the question whether this is due to the fact that the asymmetric information
only exists on smaller scales or to the increasing amount of information that has
to be processed to find the asymmetry. To attack this problem we devised a new
experiment with a limited number of subjects that consisted of two parts. The
first part was exactly the same as Experiment 1 and in the second part we used
stimuli with patterns of which the aperture was scaled with the typical scale of
the substructures to make the typical amount of substructures the same in all
conditions.

Experiment 2 - fixed versus scaled aperture

4-4-1

1!)

Stirnuli

Stimuli in the first part were identical to those of Experiment 1 and stimuli of the
second part had a scaled aperture (see Figure 4).
4-4-Z

Subjects

The two researchers plus two colleagues participated in the experiment. They had
normal or corrected to normal visual acuity and all had extensive psychophysical
experience. Because the four observers were involved in the investigation since the
earliest pilots, they were thoroughly familiar with both the paradigm and the goal
of the experiment.
4-4-3

Apparatus

The same apparatus was used as in Experiment 1.
4-4-4

Procedure

Again, the stimuli had to be judged as being symmetric or random. In this experiment only bilateral symmetry around the vertical axis was tested and no acuity
test was performed. The observers performed the experiment with fixed aperture
first and several months later they judged the patterns with scaled aperture.
vertical symmetry

1 2

3
4
5
fine - > coarse

2

3
4
5
6
fine - > coarse

7

Figure 7 Experiment 2a; results of the experienced observers for the fixed aperture
patterns with vertical symmetry (left column) or random content (right column),
percentage correct (top row) and response times with standard errors (bottom row).
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4-4-5
Results
The results for a repeated Experiment 1 for the experienced observers (Figure 7)
show that the percentage correct is also 90% or higher, while the responses are an
approximate 100 ms faster than for naive observers. This 20% decrease in reaction
times is probably due to the extensive experience of the observers. As in the case of
the naive observers, there is a difference in response times between the symmetric
and random conditions and the three finest patterns showed a mean difference of
75 ms and were significantly slower for the random case. In the case of the scaled
aperture patterns (Figure 8), the average percentage correct was 95% and only the
response times in Condition 3 were significantly different. There are no differences
in response times for fine patterns.
vertical symmetry

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

1 2

3
4
5
6
fine -> coarse

7

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

3
4
5 6
fine - > coarse

Figure 8 Experiment 2b; results of the experienced observers for the scaled aperture
patterns with vertical symmetry (left column) or random content (right column),
percentage correct (top row) and response times with standard errors (bottom row).

4.5

Conclusions

We investigated the ability of human observers to detect bilateral symmetry in black
and white patterns and varied the available evidence for symmetry on different
spatial scales. Furthermore we investigated the influence of the orientation of the
axis of symmetry (vertical or horizontal) and the influence of the gender of the
observer on performance. From the general pattern of results we conclude first and
foremost that human subjects are very good in detecting bilateral symmetry in a
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pattern Especially in the саье of vertical symmetry, exposure times of only 50 ms
are enough for responses that are fast (~ 0 5 s) and accurate (> 90% correct)
4 5 1

Orientation

The results clearly show that detection of vertical bilateral symmetry is easier than
horizontal This is just one of the many corroborations of Mach's observation that
vertical symmetry is more salient [Palmer &¿ Hemenway 1978, Barlow & Reeves
1979] In view of the many organisms that show bilateral symmetry and the large
number of natural and artificial structures (e g trees, bottles) that seem vertically
symmetric from the human vantage point, it is not surprising that we developed a
higher sensitivity to vertical compared to horizontal symmetry The only natural
case in which horizontal symmetry appears is the (rare) situation of a clear reflection
of a scene on the water surface of a lake
4 52

Spatial

structure

In the experiments we varied the size of the substructures of the patterns over a
large range of more than 2 decades and analyzed the consequence for the presence
of bilateral symmetry on different spatial scales What can we conclude from the
combination of the theoretical analysis and the experimental results about the type
of optical information the observers use to perform the t a s k ' And, what can we
say about a possible mechanism of symmetry detection 7
If the visual system would use one spatial scale to analyze bilateral symmetry,
it could only be the scale of the acuity Any larger scale analysis would lead to a
'symmetric' judgement for the fine random patterns, we should therefore sec a large
percentage of mistakes that are not present in our results
Suppose the visual system only uses the acuity scale, then the random pat
terns in Experiment 1 would all give low correlation values (between 0 5 and 0 6 see
Figure 2) and the symmetric patterns always give μ = 1 0 This should not lead
to differences in response times between symmetric and random because the same
number of correspondences need to be checked in both cases our icsults however
show dramatic differences From these considerations we conclude that the visual
system uses multiple scales to evaluate the patterns for picsence of symmetry
From the trends in the results that coarser patterns lead to faster responses,
it follows that large scale information is evaluated earlier than small scale infor
mation How can we explain the diffeiencc in response times between the random
and symmetric condition for the fine patterns 7 Because the effect is gone for the
scaled patterns in Experiment 2, it can be concluded that the visual system does
not only evaluate the correlation on multiple scales because these are equivalent
for the fixed and scaled patterns (compare the signatures in Figures 2 and 3) but
also takes the amount of evidence into account
Consistent with our results is the idea that the visual system evaluates the
bilateral symmetry starting at the largest scale and subsequently scanning smallei
scales It takes the correlation and the amount of evidence into account and si
multancously accumulates (competitive) evidence for the decision 'symmetric' and
'random'
In the case of the fine random patterns, the first stages collect evidence for
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symmetry and only on the smaller scales this tendency is reversed and an increasing
amount of evidence for randomness becomes available This eventually leads to the
right decision 'random' and because of the detour this condition leads to a large
response time In the case of symmetric stimuli, all the subsequent scales signal
symmetry and the threshold of sufficient evidence is reached more quickly In the
case of coarse random patterns the evidence for asymmetry is built up quickly and
leads to a fast decision
Already Barlow L· Reeves [1979] deduced from a simple model of their results that the visual system does not compare all dots to establish a symmetry
verdict but rather performs a density measurement on a larger spatial scale In
the study by Locher & Wagemans [1993] on the influence of oriented line elements
they concluded that the clustering of these elements determined the detectabihty
more than their orientation This is consistent with the fact that symmetry correlation can only increase for increasing scale, if the clustering is not symmetric, the
elements are certainly not symmetric Wagemans [1995] goes on to say that this
makes 'the locations of large scale tokens (blobs) available before the figurai identity of the elements" In this study the concept of scale m the context of symmetry
us formalized and idea of large to small scale evaluation [Watt 1987] is consistent
with the results It is a first step towards biologically plausible modelling of human
symmetry detection

Chapter 5
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF SPHEROID ORIENTATION
5.1

Introduction

Next to perceiving where objects are located, we usually want to know how they are
oriented in three dimensional space A tree has a vertical orientation with respect
to the ground and the tower of Pisa an oblique one While typing these lines my
head has a slanted orientation to enable me to see the keyboard If you look around,
you will find it an easy task to judge the 3D global orientation of objects and you
will probably notice that most objects have a vertical or horizontal orientation
If we want to grasp an object we use our vision to establish location size
shape and orientation to find out if and how we can pick it up We will reach for
a bottle with our whole hand and for a pen with two fingers Infants of 10 months
old already modify their hand orientation to match the long axis of an object before
grasping it [Robinson et al 1996]
Another example of this type of judgement is in social interactions where it
is important to know the orientation of someone's head as a first approximation
of where that person is looking If you can also see the eyes, you can determine
the direction of gaze up to approximately 1 degree accuracy [Gibson & Pick 1963,
Cline 1967] Further observations of people can give estimates about the global
orientation of the body and the orientation of the arms and legs relative to the
torso
A nice aquatic example is the behavior of the Siamese fighting fish as de
scribed by Simpson [1968] They adjust their threat display on the basis of the
relative orientation of their opponent, if it faces head-on they will make themselves
broader by opening their gill covers, if they show their opponent a side-view they
will spread their doisal tail and anal fins This can of course onlv be done if they
actually perceive the oiientation of their opponent A modern dav example is the
orientation perception of other cars on the road Though cars don't have the same
signalling capabilities as the fighting fish it is of essential value to their drivers to
know the orientation of their friends and foes in traffic
5 11

Theoretical relevance of object orientation

perception

The perception of the orientation of objects seems so trivial that Marr & Nishihara
[1978] took it as the basis of their theory of object recognition They hypothesized that the perceptual representation of an object should be relative to an
object-centered coordinate system Every object defines an axis of representation
or principal axis that indicates the global orientation '( ) a canonical coordinate
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frame must be set up within the object before its shape is described, and there
seems to be no way of avoiding this ' [Marr 1982] This confident message begs the
question of how the principal axis is extracted from the optical input in the first
place Marr's answer is that in the case of generalized cones the principal axis can
be derived from the contour, unless the axis is too foreshortened
This claim rests on the assumption that parts of the rim of an object have
the same orientation as the global axis In fact, this is only true for a special type of
generalized cones, those that have a straight axis and a constant cross section For
that type, at least the tilt of the orientation can be directly inferred from (a part of)
the contour In general the nm of objects is a space curve [Koenderink 1984a, 1990]
that has no direct relation to the global orientation Therefore, the contour does
not reveal the orientation of the object unless it is a member of a (very) restricted
set of generalized cones The spheroids that are used in the experiment discussed
in this chapter do not belong to that set
5 12

Empirical findings about orientation

perception

In spite of its theoretical status, there is little knowledge about the accuracy and
precision of the perception of global object orientation There is a lot of literature on two dimensional orientation perception in the fronto-parallel plane and the
main finding is the oblique effect vertical and horizontal directions are more easily
perceived than the diagonal ones [Appelle 1972]
One of the few sources on 3D orientation perception is Wanger et al [1992]
They were interested in finding the best cues for representing 3D configurations
with computer graphics techniques In one of their experiments they asked subjects
to match the orientation of two computer rendered cubes When the cubes were
shown in perspective projection, they found a mean angular difference of 6 6° ± 3 4°
Because they averaged over the angular differences, we don't know whether there
was a directional bias or whether there was a difference in the standard deviations
in different directions
Another source is the perception of the orientation of a human head Troje
6 Siebeck [1997] asked subjects if two successively presented pictures showed a
human head that was rotated to the left oi to the right In the conditions where
the contour was everywhere clearly visible thev found a threshold of 1° ± 1 ° Other
conditions resulted in larger biases up to 10° but in those cases the contour was
partlv lost m the black background
From these sparse sources one can only guess that the angular biases and
standard deviations are in the order of a few degrees
5 13

Present

appioach

The question is how well we can estimate the global orientation of an object'' And,
what are the main factors that influence the perception of 3D shape orientation''
To address this question both theoretically and experimentally we used spheroids
(flattened and elongated spheres) because these are the simplest objects that have a
clear global axis and lack additional local structure that signals the orientation The
shape of spheroids is easily manipulated by changing the aspect-ratio which results
in oblate (disc like) or prolate (egg-like) spheroids Furthermore the advantage of
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spheroids over other shapes is t h a t they are mathematically simple objects so that
aspects of their optical projection can be calculated exactly.
I will first present the mathematical analysis and will conclude that the
global orientation can in principle be derived from the aspect-ratio of the contour
and its relative change with rotation in depth. Next I will discuss the experiment
in which observers had to match the orientation of spheroids with five surrounding
parallel arrows [Oomes & Dijkstra 1997, Dijkstra & Oomes 1998]. In the analysis
I will focus on the relative influence of viewpoint, shape, and light direction and
investigate whether subjects actually use the changing aspect-ratio as a cue.
Hattest (r =0.35)

flat

(r c = 0 54)

longest (r. = 2 82?

Figure 1
5.2

The four spheroids that are used in the experiment.

Optical p r o j e c t i o n of s p h e r o i d s

The goal in this section is to analyze the cues that are available to the observer to
extract the global orientation of objects from an optical projection. The mathemat
ical origin of the equations can be found in Chapter 3. The objects that concern
us here are spheroids, or ellipsoids of revolution around the z-axis whose implicit
equation is
x2 + y2
z2
— H

= 1.

α2
t?
Depending on the shape of the spheroid the aspect-ratio rs = - is rs < 1 for an
oblate spheroid or rs > 1 for a prolate spheroid. A perfect sphere has r, = 1.
Figure 1 shows 4 different spheroids and their aspect-ratios; the grid on the
surface is added for reasons of visualization. The questions addressed here are what
type of information the contour and the shading signal about the global orientation.
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Local and global

orientation

The surface of a spheroid is elliptical and convex, so the principal curvatures are
both positive in every point. Some special points and curves on the surface are
worth mentioning. The two poles are umbilical points because the curvature is the
same in every direction. The principal curves that go along one of the principal
directions at all points of the curve are the meridians and parallels. On the earth
(slightly oblate spheroid) they are used as the coordinate grid for global navigation.
The ridge is formed by the loci on the surface on which a principal curvature
assumes an extremum along the corresponding principal curve and in this case it is
the equator.
The local orientation of the surface is given by the surface normal and only
on the poles and on the ridge they are in the direction of the radius vector from the
origin. The global orientation of spheroids is represented as slant and tilt. The slant
σ is the angle of the principal axis with the viewing direction (for every spheroid,
σ = 0° means a circular contour in the projection) and ranges from 0° to 180°. The
tilt r is the angle of the projection of the principal axis on the fronto-parallel plane
and ranges the full 0° to 360°. Because spheroids show cylindrical symmetry around
the principal axis and reflectional symmetry in the plane through the ridge, a tilt
range of 0° - 180° will suffice.

О

\
\

Figure 2
5.2.2

Prolate spheroid with σ — 30° and its rim.

Rim and contour

Another special curve on the surface is the rim that is formed by the loci on the
surface that divide the visible from the invisible parts. It is the curve where the
light rays graze the surface, so that the visual direction and the surface normal
are orthogonal. In the case of spheroids, the rim is an ellipse, which is a planar
curve. Figure 2 shows a prolate spheroid with the principal curves depicted as
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thin lines, the ridge and the rim as thick lines, and the umbilic as a thick point.
The О indicates the vantage point connected to the spheroid through the line of
sight. As can be seen, the elliptical rim is not in the fronto-parallel plane, neither
is its orientation perpendicular to the global orientation. The angle ρ between the
fronto-parallel plane and the plane of the rim is the function
(r 2 — 1) sin σ cos σ

ρ(σ) = arctan

cos 2 σ + r 2 sin σ

that depends on the slant σ and the aspect-ratio rs. Though this function is derived
for central (perspective) projection, it does not depend on the viewing distance. In
the case of a perfect sphere the angle ρ — 0° and this is the only shape for which
this holds from every vantage point. In Figure 3 the function ρ(σ) ÍS plotted for
the 4 spheroids that are used in the experiment. As an example of the dramatic
behavior of the rim, notice that in the case of the longest spheroid, the angle ρ is
close to 50° for a slant σ « 20°.
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The contour is the perspective projection of the rim in the visual field; in the
present case of spheroids this is an ellipse. What can an observer deduce from this
contour in principle? First of all, the contour is everywhere convex and that refers
to the fact that the surface of the object is locally convex near the rim [Koenderink
1984a, 1990]. Secondly, the orientation of the 2D principal axis of the elliptical
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contour is equal to the tilt τ in the case of prolate spheroids, and orthogonal to τ
for oblate spheroids. The contour's aspect-ratio rc is
2

2

2

?"с(с) = у cos σ + r sin σ.
The function rc(a) depends on the slant σ and the aspect-ratio rs of the spheroid
and is (like p) independent of the viewing distance. For σ = 0° its value is 1 because
the spheroid is seen from the top and looks circular. In the case that σ = 90° the
spheroid is seen from the side and the apparent (maximum) aspect-ratio rc equals
the spheroid's aspect-ratio rs. Figure 4 gives the apparent aspect-ratio plots (solid
lines) for the 4 different spheroids in the experiment.
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If an observer only sees the contour, it is not possible to derive the spheroid
that produced it; it can not even be established whether it is oblate or prolate.
Because in our experiment the observer will be able to control the orientation of
the spheroid dynamically, we derived the relative rate of change Γ^,(σ) of the aspectratio of the contour. This leads to
*"

dr

(r2

rc

da

cos 2 σ + г 2 sin 2 σ

1) sin σ cos σ

again only depending on σ and rs. While the fastest change for the flat spheroids is
relatively close to σ = 90°, for the long spheroids it is close to σ = 0°. The profiles
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for the different spheroids are the dashed lines m Figure 4 by combining the values
for the aspect ratio rc and its relative change r£ we get
σ = arctan

ί К .
In principle, the observer can derive the tilt τ from the aspect-ratio and the slant
σ from the aspect-ratio of the projection and its relative change
5 2 3 Diffuse shading
If the spheroids arc illuminated by a parallel beam and diffusely reflect the light,
we can define the terminator as a curve on the surface that is the border between
the light and dark regions
The terminator is like the nm an ellipse and its
global orientation depends on the spheroid orientation and the illuminant direction
It will generally be a smooth boundary and for some constellations of illuminant
and viewing directions it will be clearly visible (think of the half moon) In most
situations the luminance gradient will be too smooth to localize the terminator
5.3

Experiment

In testing the human perception of the global orientation of spheroids we are specif
ically interested in the influence of viewpoint, shape (global aspect ratio), and light
direction The subjects were asked to rotate a spheroid by manipulating the com
puter mouse to put the object in the same orientation as five parallel arrows that
were placed around it in the same depth plane By comparing the results with the
cues that we derived in the previous section we can infer what observers actually
use to perform the task
The best experimental circumstance would be a naturally lit environment
with material objects Second best these days is the use of CRT monitors on which
the objects are depicted with computer graphics techniques The main advantage
is the flexibility of the set-up with the major drawback that the imaging results
arc photometrically unrealistic In spite of this, the objects look convincingly three
dimensional, this must probably be attributed to the robustness of the visual system
rather than the quality of the imaging system
5 3 1
Apparatus
We used a Silicon Graphics Indigo 2 with the OpenGL graphics package for the
production and presentation of the stimuli The monitor had a 120 Hz refresh late
and 1280 χ 1024 pitéis spatial resolution with an active image region of 35 0 χ 28 0
cm For stereoscopic viewing we used ChrystalEyes liquid crystal shuttered glasses
the effective refresh rate was 60 Hz for each eye and the effective resolution 1280 χ
492 pixels Head movements were restricted by a chin rest that was kept at a 114
cm distance which resulted in a held of view of 17 5° χ 14 0° visual angle
5 32
Stimuli
objects
The objects were 2 oblate and 2 prolate spheroids with constant volume V = ^па2Ь
as were shown in Figure 1 The volume was 270 cm) and table 5 1 shows the
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m
dimensions of the different spheroids.

name
flattest
flat
long
longest

diameter [cm]
11.3
9.8
6.5
5.7

length [cm]
4.0
5.3
12.0
16.0

aspect-ratio
0.35
0.54
1.83
2.82

probes
The five parallel arrows that indicated the orientation had a conical tip, a cylindrical
body and a spherical back with a total length of 3.2 cm. The 20 orientations that
the spheroids should be aligned to, are shown in Figure 5. The angle with the line
of sight is the slant and the angle around that line is the tilt.
projection
The spheroids and arrows were shown in perspective projection and in stereo. Viewing distance was 114 cm and the distance between the eyes was taken to be 6.1 cm.
For the lighting we used a parallel beam with 3 possible directions; frontal, top
and oblique (upper-left frontal). We also had a no-light condition where only the
silhouette of the spheroid was visible. In all conditions, the probes were illuminated
from the front.

Figure 5 The 20 fiducial orientations with the line of sight connecting the viewing
sphere with the vantage point O.

The color of the light was white and the background was set at an intermediate gray. A parallel beam illuminated the spheroids and the light was diffusely
reflected by the orange-yellow surface. The arrows were also shown with diffuse
reflection and consisted of a red cone, a dark gray cylinder and a blue sphere.
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The spheroid was always shown in the center of the screen The chin-rest
was set so that the center of mass of the object was at eye level The five arrows
around the sphere were positioned at equal distances on an imaginary circle with
radius 10 5 cm in the 2 = 0 plane The orientation of the pentagon in the plane
was randomized so that the arrows were at different positions for each trial In the
bottom-center of the screen the trial number was projected The light in the room
was dimmed to avoid glare on the screen
5 3 3

Procedure

Every session consisted of 160 trials in which the lighting direction was kept con
stant The order of conditions with different shape and viewpoint was randomized
Subjects had to align the major axis of the spheroid with the five arrows surround
ing it The spheroid could be rotated around its center of mass by holding the left
button of the mouse down and moving it By releasing the button and replacing
the cursor, another point on the imaginary sphere around the shape could be picked
to make further adjustments By clicking the right mouse-button the subject con
firmed the setting and was shown the next trial There was no time pressure and
it took observers approximately one hour to complete one session Subjects usually
performed one session per day so the whole experiment stretched out over several
weeks
5 34

Observers

All 3 observers had extensive psychophysical experience They had normal or cor
rected to normal visual acuity TD was myopic, SO was hyperopic and had reduced
stereopsis (dominant right eye), and VP had normal acuity
5.4

Results

Table 5 2 gives an overview of the different conditions for the light directions Note
that not all subjects performed in evciy condition, though every subject did at least
three conditions
c o n d i t i o n \ subject
oblique
top
front
back

SO

TD

VP

X

X

χ

X

X

χ

X
X

χ
X

In every condition there were 4 shapes and 40 different arrow directions (20 pans
of opposite arrow directions) Of all conditions 5 settings were made
5 4 1

Opposite probe directions

A spheroid is symmetric and only has an orientation (no direction) The arrows in
the experiment do have a direction and we want to know whether the matching is
different for opposite arrow directions For this comparison, we define a measure of
onentational (axial) correlation The measure is defined for N paired unit vectors
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x, ала y, as

2

« = ^Σ[2(χ. y.) -i]

If all x, and y, are perpendicular it has value —1 if they are all parallel it is 1 and
in the case that the angle between all the axes pairs is 45° the total correlation
equals 0
For every condition we have five settings and because this is not enough to
ht a spherical probability distribution we performed a non-parametric randomiza
tion test To find out whether two sets of five settings can come from the same
distribution we first calculated the (measured) correlation Rm between the two
means Next we calculated the 12G correlations between all the possible quintets
from the combined ten settings From the probability distribution of correlations
wo calculated the chance ρ that a correlation between two quintets is smaller than
the measured one R„, The probability ρ is the chance that the two groups of five
settings come from the same distribution
If we require that ρ > 0 01 the results indicate that in 3 4 % of the probe
orientations there is a chance that the opposite probe directions lead to different
results Bearing in mind that this is established for 800 individual cases (10 light
directions χ 4 shapes χ 20 orientations) we feel it is justified to pool the 10
orientation settings in the rest of the analysis There was one condition that we
excluded on the basis of this analysis For subject TD, we also tested the influence
of obscuring half of the contour by making the background black (with oblique light
direction) The dark part of the shading on the surface of the spheroid blends in
with the background so that roughly half of the contoui is invisible This was done
to see whethci the whole contour was needed to do the task The black background
apparently influenced the judgement of the airow orientation m such a way that it
ga\e different results foi opposite arrow directions

5 4 2

Slant-tilt

decomposition

The icsults arc expicsscd in unit vectors that denote an orientation and we ana
lyzed the 10 repeats per condition using spherical statistics that enables us to use
distributions of orientations Figure 6 shows the scatter of settings in one condition
(subject SO oblique light) whose fiducial orientations have all been rotated to the
same point on the unit sphere It is clear that the variance is not evenly distributed
around the mean

Results

Figure 6

Scatter of settings for the oblique lighting condition of subject SO.

Using the Kent distribution [Kent 1982] results in a mean orientation and
an elliptical cone that represents the variance in the settings. Figure 7 shows the
settings for subject TD (long spheroid, top light). Every box in the figure contains
a flattened part of the unit sphere (40° χ 40°) with horizontally the orientation in
the franto-parallel plane (tilt) and vertically the orientation in depth (slant).
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Results for long spheroid and top light condition of subject TD.

As one can see from these (typical) results, the variance ellipse is usually
oriented vertically. This means that for most viewpoints, the largest variance is in
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the slant direction. We therefore decomposed the results in slant and tilt variables
using circular statistics to calculate means and standard deviations.
5-4-3

Viewpoint

Figure 8 shows the typical results for the 20 orientations separated for slant (left
column) and tilt (right column) for subject VP (long spheroid, oblique light).
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Figure 8 Results for long spheroid and oblique light condition for subject VP separated
for slant (left column) and tilt (right column).
Results for long spheroid and oblique light condition for subject VP
separated for slant (left column) and tilt (right column).
We analyzed the slant and tilt settings separately. In the case of the tilt
settings, the standard deviations Δ τ for the vertical and horizontal orientations are
consistently smaller than for oblique orientations. This is true for every subject in
every lighting condition and the average Δ τ for oblique is a factor 1.7 - 2.3 larger
than for horizontal/vertical: a clear oblique effect.
We also checked the influence of slant on Δ τ . Because the slant σ deter
mines the aspect-ratio in the projection, higher aspect-ratios might lead to smaller
variances. We separated the horizontal/vertical from the oblique results and also
separately analyzed the results for the oblate and the prolate spheroids. This, how
ever, did not show any effect and it is concluded that the tilt standard deviations
Δ τ are only caused by the oblique effect.
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Results

The slant settings did not depend on the tilt and could therefore be averaged
over the tilt orientations. Figure 9 shows the results for the silhouette condition for
subject SO.
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Slant settings collapsed over all tilts for the silhouette condition of subject

The graphs are nicely anti-symmetric around σ = 90° meaning that σ and
σ —180° give equal results. These orientations differ by a tilt of 180° and confirm the
independence of Δσ on tilt. For σ = 90° the results give the smallest variance for
the orientation that has the highest aspect-ratio that is most stable under variation
of slant (see Figure 4).
5.4-4 Shape
In general the biases and variances for the oblate (flattened) spheroid are bigger
than for the prolate spheroids. The shapes that were closer to the sphere (flat and
long spheroid) resulted in higher variances than those with more extreme aspectratios (flattest and longest spheroid).
5-4-5 Light direction
From the result that tilt settings are mainly determined by the oblique effect and
the slant settings are due to the slant of the objects, one can already deduce that
the shading can not have a high influence. In all these conditions the shading is
highly different; consider for instance the example of top lighting and a slant of say
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30°, by changing the tilt the bhading changes dramatically, though thib apparently
does not influence the results
Direct comparison of results for the different light directions did not show
any significant differences The correlations for the settings under different lighting
conditions for the same shape are in the range 0 83-0 99 Therefore, the shading
did not influence the accuracy and precision of the results
5.5

Conclusions

We investigated the perception of the orientation of spheroids by asking observers
to rotate the objects in the same orientation as five parallel arrows In the experiment we varied shape, viewpoint and lighting direction and found that viewpoint
and shape were the major factors and lighting direction did not influence the performance The shading turned out to be unimportant even to the point that silhouettes led to the same results as shaded spheroids with lighting from top frontal
and oblique directions Furthermore the standard deviations in the tilt settings can
be explained by the oblique effect vertical and horizontal orientations are better
perceived than diagonal orientations
From these results we conclude that observers use the apparent aspect-ratio
to find the orientation in the fronto-parallel plane (tilt) and the relative change of
aspect-ratio to find the orientation in depth (slant) As we have shown theoretically,
the slant can be extracted by combining the aspect ratio with its relative change
The fact that the variances in the tilt are generally smaller than m the slant can be
explained by the fact that the tilt is directly accessible from the projection while
the slant needs an additional cue
The fact that the shading has no influence on the results can be understood if
we consider the perception of object orientation in natural circumstances Aspectratio is a more robust cue than shading because the latter is highly variable under
changing lighting conditions Even if the light condition were constant only the
terminator would be a (weak) source of information about the global attitude
From the theoretical and experimental results we conclude that research into
the visual perception of object orientation can give valuable insights in the relative
importance of shape cues In future research, there should be more attention to the
tvpe of probe The arrows used m the experiments described here are not vcrv clear
because only the cylindrical bod\ attuali} signals orientation Simple long sticks as
probes would be an improvement or alternatively the attitude probes as used by
Kocndennk et al [1992] that have an extra thin torus perpendicular to the stick
It was necessary to allow observers to actively rotate the spheroids because
only aspect-ratio information is not enough to decide whether the spheroid is pro
late or oblate let alone establish the orientation in depth For more intricate shapes
it is possible to rotate the probe instead of the object and this type of experiment
will be described m the next chapter

Chapter 6
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF OBJECT ATTITUDE
6.1

Introduction

Our interaction with objects, in the world is extremely varied, it ranges from mere
localization, through recognition, to the use of complicated tools A task of average
functional complexity LS the visual perception of attitude, or the orientations of
the length, width and breadth dimensions of an object Object attitude depends
both on intrinsic and extrinsic shape factors for a ball it is not defined while a
book has a clear attitude, but whatever the shape it is always defined relative to
the environment The goal in this chapter is to establish how well humans can
perceive the attitude of objects and what the major factors are that determine the
performance
Perceiving object attitude is relevant for a number of visual tasks In grasping we establish the shape and attitude of an object to find the best way of orienting
our hand to pick it up In social interactions it is relevant to know peoples body
orientations relative to ourselves The head orientation for example gives a good
first approximation of the direction of gaze In object recognition, the attitude
influences the process because it is hard to recognize an object from an unfamiliar
viewpoint (eg a horse seen from the bottom [Palmer et al 1981]) The influence
of viewpoint on the speed and accuracy of object recognition has given rise to a
debate on the nature of the mental presentation of objects
The camps in this debate are roughly divided between those that defend
the viewpoint invariant representations [Marr & Nishihara 1978 Biedcrman 1989]
that lead to recognition characteristics that arc nearly equal for all possible viewpoints and proponents of viewpoint dependent representations [Tarr & Pinker 1989
Edelman & Bulthoff 1992] who claim that experiential differences lead to different
performance depending on viewpoint Taken to their extreme the two standpoints
can obviously not be upheld Strict viewpoint invariance breaks down in for example a human head that LS seen from the back unless one LS very familiar with
the hair it is difficult to identify the person On the other hand strict viewpoint
dependence would mean that we have to store every possible viewpoint This leads
to extreme memory demands, not to mention the retrieval problem in such a huge
database The participants of the debate are aware of these facts and they solved
it by putting constraints on the recognition situation It LS interesting to note that
the constraints are of a geometrical nature
Biederman's recognition model [1989] that identifies parts before the object
as a whole, LS extended with the restriction that these parts should not be occluded
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by the rest of the object (see Kurbdt [1995] for some critical notes) The viewpointdependent camp states that it is not necessary to store all views, but only the
qualitatively different ones Those views of this restricted set that are familiar to
the observer and lead to fast and reliable recognition are called 'canonical views'
The debate still lingers on and continues to enlighten aspects of object recognition
What is lacking so far is an analysis of the structure of the object and its optical
projection to determine the information that is available to the observer in principle
Since object recognition is the common name for such a diversity of recognition
types (an object can be recognized as for example a human, a girl, my niece or a
happy kid etcetera), we chose to study a simpler task to gain an understanding of
the influence of shape and viewpoint on object perception

6.2

Inferring a t t i t u d e from optical p r o j e c t i o n s

The question is what an observer can use in the optical projection of objects that
signals their attitude First, we need to define the attitude of ¿in object independent
of perception As we have seen in Chapter 3, the inertia tensor allows a calculation
of the second order spatial structure of the object The eigenvectors of the inertia tensor give the orientation of the three orthogonal principal axes of the object
Object attitude is an extrinsic property (relative to a coordinate system) that is determined by the intrinsic structure of the object The square root of the eigenvalues
gives the global radius of the object in the orientation of the corresponding principal
axis We take the convention to order the eigenvalues as Ai > Λ2 > A3 and call the
corresponding axes 'major', 'medium' and 'minor' The ratios of the eigenvalues
are the aspect-ratios of the global shape in the principal planes This can only be
calculated if vou have a 3D representation of the object, the observer obviously has
to infer them from the optical projection As also discussed in Chapter 3, the nm is
the curve on the surface of the object where the viewing direction is perpendicular
to the surface normal Its projection is the contour of the object Only if the object
is a rectangular box parts of the n m have an orientation parallel to the principal
axes and the attitude can be inferred directly from the contour Quite a number of
artificial objects have a boxlike structure, but most objects have a different shape
Another case is when two points on the contour can be connected by an imaginary
line that is in the same orientation as one of the principal orientations (bitangent)
In general the nm of an object has a complicated structure whose projection does
not directlv signal the attitude
T h t silhouette of an object is the part of the projection that is bounded by
the contoui It can be thought of as a 2D object and from its second order structure
we can calculate the global 2D orientation Because the objects in our experiment
have a 3D aspect-ratio of roughlv 4 2 1 the orientation of the silhouette is close
to the tilt of the major axis if the slant is not too small
The shading on the surface of the objects does not directly signal the global
attitude but adds to the perception of the shape and therefore indirectly helps
attitude perception

inferring attitude from optical projections
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The 8 objects and their principal axes.
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Experiment - attitude matching

We mvestigated the perception of object attitude by presenting an object in the
centre of an orthogonal axes system from which the middle part was removed The
objects were shown from different viewpoints and the observers had to match the
orientation of the axes with the principal axes of the object
6 3 1
Apparatus
We used a Silicon Graphics Indigo 2 with the OpenGL graphics package for the
production and presentation of the stimuli The monitor had a 120 Hz refresh rate
and 1280 χ 1024 pixels spatial resolution with an active image region of 35 0 χ 28 0
cm For stereoscopic viewing we used ChrystalEyes liquid crystal shuttered glasses,
the effective refresh rate was 60 Hz for each eye and the effective resolution 1280 χ
492 pixels The head movements were restricted by a chin rest that was kept at a
114 cm distance which resulted in a field of view of 17 5° χ 14 0° visual angle
6 3 2
Stimuli
objects
Eight objects were used in the experiment and their shapes had either two or three
planes of bilateral symmetry Figure 1 shows the objects with the coordinate axes in
the principal directions Table 6 1 lists their names, dimensions and aspect-ratios

number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

object
box
ellipsoid
torus
worm*
boomerang*
spaceship*
squeeze
bow tic

l e n g t h [cm]
10 2
12 0
12 3
13 2
13 6
92
12 0
12 0

b r e a d t h [cm]
56
60
62
38
49
60
60
38

w i d t h [cm]
28
30
14
22
18
15
26
20

r\
20
20
20
35
28
15
20
32

r-i

20
20
44
17
27
40
23
19
(6 1)

The objects with a two-fold symmetry are denoted by an asterisk
viewpoints
All the objects weic shown from 15 different viewpoints The orientation of the
major axis was expressed in tilt and slant and the 5 combinations are listed in table
62
tilt
slant

45 0°
16 4°

16 4°
45 0°

81 8°
45 0°

30 0°
81 8°

60 0°
81 8°

(6 2)

The angle around the major axis is the yaw of the attitude and Table 6 3 gives its
values
[~yaw | 26 7° | 86 7° | 14σ

(6 3)
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Together this gives 15 viewpoints of 8 objects which results in 120 stimuli
session observers were presented with all the stimuli in random order

In one

probes
The coordinate system consisted of three orthogonal axes with a square cross sec
tion An axis had a width of 0 25 cm and a length of 29 0 cm from which the middle
15 0 cm was deleted
projection
The objects and axes were shown in perspective projection and m stereo The
viewing distance was 114 cm and the distance between the eyes was taken to be 6 1
cm For the lighting we used a parallel beam with an oblique (upper-left frontal)
direction The color of the light was white and the background was set at an
intermediate gray The surface of the objects was orange yellow and was visualized
with diffuse shading and the axes were colored red, cyan and blue
The object was always shown in the center of the screen A chin-rest was
placed so that the center of mass of the object was at eye level At the bottom
center of the screen the trial number was presented The light in the room was
dimmed to avoid glare on the screen
6 3 3 Procedure
Every session consisted of 120 trials (15 viewpoints χ 8 objects in random order)
and the subject had to align the three orthogonal axes with the principal axes of
the object The red axis was supposed to be matched with the major axis of the
object and the blue axis with the minor object axis The coordinate system could be
rotated around the origin by holding the left button of the mouse down and mov ing
it By releasing the button and replacing the cursor, another point on the imaginary
sphere around the axes system could be picked to make further adjustments With
the right mouse button the red axis stayed in the same orientation while the othei
two axes could be rotated around the red one By pushing the space bar on the
keyboard, the subject confirmed the setting and was shown the next trial There
was no time pressure and it took observers about one hour to complete one session
They were given one practice session to familiarize them with the objects and
subsequently performed 8 sessions
6 34
Observers
Of the five observers two had extensive psychophysical experience (SO SP) while
the other three had little or no experience (BL, HH, TO) and were also naive about
the goal of the experiment All observers had corrected to normal visual acuit\ SO
was hyperopic and had reduced stereopsis (dominant right eye) and the rest of the
observers was myopic
6.4

Results

The attitude settings are expressed as vectors on a unit sphere for the orientation of
the major axis and as points on a unit circle (around the major axis) for the minor
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Figure 2

The 15 viewpoints of the ellipsoid; columns have the same slant and tilt,

rows have the same yaw.
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Figure 4

The 15 viewpoints of the bow tie; columns have the same slant and tilt,

rows have the same yaw.
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axis As in the experiment with spheroids we decomposed the orientation settings
and their standard deviations in the tilt τ and the slant σ The orientation of the
minor axis is expressed in the yaw 7 In general the tilt settings had the smallest
mean variance of 18°, while the slant settings had an average of 4 0° The variance
m the yaw had the highest variance of 6 7° and also showed the most variability
64I

Viewpoint

To discuss the influence of viewpoint on the attitude settings I will concentrate
on two extremes the ellipsoid (for subject TO) and the bow tie (for subject SP)
Figures 2 en 3 show the views and the results respectively for the ellipsoid and
Figures 4 and 5 show them for the bow tie The pictures show the object from the
15 viewpoints as seen by the observers (they did not see the grid on the surface
but only diffuse shading, see Figure 1) The results are organized as follows the
columns give the settings for tilt, slant and yaw respectively and the rows correspond
to the different yaws in the object attitude The graphs show the settings with their
standard deviation with the five orientations of the major axis (slant-tilt) on the
horizontal axis
The settings for the tilt are not only determined by the tilt of the object as
was the case for spheroids for the ellipsoid for example there are viewpoints where
the major axis of the silhouette is not equal to the tilt of the object axis and this
leads to a bias and relatively high variance The bow tie leads to little variance in
the tilt settings For the slant settings of the ellipsoid the bias depends on the slant
of the major axis while for the bow tie it depends on the yaw of the attitude The
variance of the ellipsoid yaw settings are relatively large but smallest for the case
with an attitude yaw that leads to a high aspect ratio In this case the same goes
for the bow tie yaw variances that are very small compared to the other variances
6 4 2

Shape

The averaged results for the different objects (observers HH and SO) are depicted in
Figure 6 The graphs give the averaged variances for the different objects numbered
1 to 8 where the columns give the tilt slant and yaw variances respectively The
variance for the box has the overall smallest value and the ellipsoid variance is the
lughest The worm is a special case because its slant and tilt variances arc below
average while its >aw variance has one of the highest values Another conspicuous
shape as far as yaw settings is concerned is the torus that has the smallest vanante
6.5

Conclusions

Though the task was very natural to the obstivers, the results are far from straight
forward It seems that the visual sjstem can use a number of different cues that are
used if available The global cue is the aspect ratio of the object that is mirrored
in the aspect ratio 111 the projection The eigenvector of the second order strutture
of the silhouette can be extracted and it depends on the precise shape and attitude
whether this is reliable Multi local cues are the bitangents that arc in the orienta
tion of one of the principal axes and again depending on shape and viewpoint this
will be helpful Finally, the local cues are the straight parts of the n m that have
the proper orientation and the straight ridges that are caused by the high curvature
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Figure б Standard deviations of averaged results for the eight different objects
(subjects HH and SO).
of the local surface patch (e.g. ridge of the box). The box in the experiment signals
all these cues and leads to the most accurate result while the ellipsoid has only
the projected aspect-ratio (that sometimes even gives misleading information) and
therefore leads to the lowest performance. The large variance in the yaw for the
worm is caused by the fact that it has the smallest aspect-ratio around the major
axis in the set. In contrast, the high aspect-ratio around the major axis of the torus
results in a small variance in yaw settings.

ΙΌ

Chapter 7
CONCLUSION
This dissertation describes ал investigation into the human visual perception of
spatial structure It deals with the perception of bilateral symmetry in 2D patterns
and the perception of attitude of 3D objects
7.1

S y m m e t r y and o r i e n t a t i o n

In the symmetry detection experiments observers had to decide whether the pat
tern in a shortly presented stimulus was symmetric or random The structure of the
pattern was varied by varying the si/e and amount of the substructures The con
elusion is that the visual system scans the pattern from large to small spatial scales
in order to gather evidence for symmetry or randomness This leads to large dif
ferences in response times for patterns with a large amount of small substructures,
it took approximately 10% longer to detect the random pattern than the symmet
nc pattern These experiments also corroborated the much reported finding that
vertical symmetry is better perceived than horizontal symmetry

7.2

O r i e n t a t i o n and a t t i t u d e

In the attitude experiments observers had to match the orientation of major axes
of objects with the orientation of probes In the case of spheroids they could rotate
the object to align them with the orientation of five parallel arrows It turned out
that this active manipulation was necessary to extract the orientation in depth of
the spheroid, the aspect-ratio in the projection signalled the tilt while its relative
change gave the cue foi the slant The variance in the tilt settings could be explained
by the oblique effect vertical and horizontal orientations arc easier perceive than
diagonal ones
In the case of 8 objects observers had to lotate a system of three pcrpen
dicular axes to align them with the principal axes of the object The conclusion
was not as unambiguous as for spheroids, but a number of factois could be identi
hod The visual perception of object attitude is signalled by local (straight edges)
multi-local (bitangcnts) and global cues (projected aspect-ratio), and it depends on
the shape and the viewpoint whether these features are piesent in the projection
The best performance is for a box because it signals all these cues while the ellip
soid only signals the (misleading) aspect-ratio and consequently leads to the lowest
performance
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7.3

Conclusion
Linking t h e p h e n o m e n a

If wc look at the natural circumstances of human spatial vision we can try to link the
two phenomena and speculate on their interdependence If an object is bilaterally
symmetric in the projection, it means that the object has a special attitude relative
to the observer This optical exposure can signal for example an important social
situation where an opponent is looking directly at you and most probably has all its
focus on you Whether the intention of that person (or animal) is good or bad does
not detract from the significance of the situation My speculation is that one of the
reasons whv we are so sensitive to bilateral symmetry is that it signals important
situations for our well being and survival
These experiments reveal that the study of the perception of spatial structure
Ls not possible without attention for the temporal structure In symmetry perception it creeps in by the subsequent evaluation of different spatial scales leading to
differences in response times For the case of the perception of spheroid orientation
it turns out that the temporal structure of the optical exposure is necessary to per
form the task The phenomenon of the inference of 3D shape from the movement
of the object LS known as the kinetic depth effect [Wallach h O'Connell 1953] If we
look again at the ecological circumstances of natural vision spatiotemporal vision
is moie fundamental than the spatial vision of static scenes As Gregory [1990]
notes ' Indeed it now seems that it is only the eyes of the highest animals which can
signal to the brain in the absence of motion"
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Samenvatting
Zien is een dusdanig vertrouwde ervaring dat het moeilijk te bevatten is dat onze
perceptuele wereld niet gelijk is aan de fysische wereld Er zijn talloze optische
illusies en een eenvoudig foto is daarvan een voorbeeld omdat we helemaal met kijken
naar dat strand met palmen en een strakblauwe lucht maar naar een stukje papier
met gekleurde opdruk De vraag is hoe we de ruimtelijke structuur van de wereld
afleiden uit de optische informatie Hoe zien we de vormen van objecten (mens,
bonzai boompje), zowel de interne structuur (mok met oor) als de configuratie
van meerdere objecten (stoel onder tafel), en de ruimte waarin ze zich bevinden
(woestijn theaterzaal) 7 Een eerste aanzet tot een antwoord is de overweging dat
het altijd om zowel de optische projectie als het doel van de waarnemer gaat, je
kijkt heel anders rond in een ruimte als je iets kwijt bent dan in het geval je het wilt
bewonen De vraag is welke informatie in de structuur van de optische projectie
in principe aanwezig is om een bepaaalde taak te volbrengen En de experimentele
vraag daarbij is welke informatie menselijke waarnemers daadwerkelijk gebruiken
In dit proefschrift worden deze vragen aan de orde gesteld voor twee fenomenen
de perceptie van bilaterale (spiegel) symmetrie in patronen en de perceptie van de
attitude (3D oriëntatie) van objecten
In het experiment naar de waarneming van bilaterale symmetrie gaat het
vooral om de invloed van de interne structuur van een patroon op de detectie van
symmetrie
De mate van symmetrie in een patroon wordt gequantificceid met
schaalafhankelijke correlatie- en informatie-maten en deze beschrijven hoeveel symmetrie aanwezig is in de optische projectie In het experiment beoordelen proefpersonen of een kort aangeboden patroon symmetrisch danwei random is De stimuli
zijn zwart-wit patronen waarin de interne structuur is gevarieerd van ruispatronen
via Dalmatier textuur, naar koeievlekken De oriëntatie van de symmetrie-as is
ofwel verticaal ofwel horizontaal De resultaten bevestigen het bekende feit dat
spiegeling in een verticale as veel gemakkelijker is te detecteren dan spiegeling in
een honzontale as Verder blijkt dat de hoeveelheid substructuien in\locd heeft
op het \erschil in reactietijd op symmetrische of op random patronen Hoe meer
substructuren, hoe groter het verschil in reactietijd waarbij op de landom patronen langzamer wordt gereageerd dan op de symmetrische patronen Vanwege het
feit dat vooi grovere patronen geen verschil optreedt wordt geconcludeerd dat het
visueel systeem de optische input van grote naar kleine schaal analyseert De langete responstijden voor de random ruispatronen worden veroorzaakt dooi dat deze
patronen op grove schaal symmetrisch 7ijn en pas later in de evaluatie hun nietsymmetnsche karakter prijs geven
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Het waarnemen van de oriëntatie van objecten is een alledaagse bezigheid
en is bijvoorbeeld relevant bij het oppakken van voorwerpen of het beoordelen
van de lichaamshouding van andere personen In het experiment naar de visuale
waarneming van de oriëntatie van objecten worden sferoiden gebruikt langgerekte
of platgeduwde bollen Deze objecten zijn gekozen omdat alleen de globale vorm
een oriëntatie heeft en lokale eigenschappen ontbreken die een idee van de oriëntatie
geven (zoals de ribben van een baksteen)
Verder zijn sferoiden mathematisch
eenvoudige objecten zodat de projectie analytisch kan worden berekend Uit deze
theoretische analyse blijkt dat de oriëntatie is te extraheren uit de aspect ratio van
de projectie (ellips) De oriëntatie van de as van de ellips geeft de oriëntatie in
het frontoparallele vlak (tilt) van het object en de aspect-ratio gecombineeerd met
de verandering van de aspect-ratio bij een kleine verstoring geeft de oriëntatie in
diepte (slant) In het experiment zetten proefpersonen de oriëntatie van sferoiden in
dezelfde richting als vijf pijltjes die om het object heen zijn geplaatst Daarbij wordt
de vorm van de objecten (lang of plat), de oriëntatie van de pijltjes en de richting
van de belichting gevarieerd De resultaten laten zien dat voor de instelling van
de tilt het zogenaamde 'oblique effect' optreedt, horizontale en verticale richtingen
zijn preciezer waar te nemen dan diagonale richtingen Het belangrijkste resultaat
is dat er geen verschil blijkt te zijn voor de verschillende lichtrichtingen Zelfs het
geval dat de sferoide van achter wordt belicht en alleen een silhouette zichtbaar is
leidt met tot andere resultaten De conclusie is dat waarnemers inderdaad gebruik
maken van de (veranderende) aspect-ratio voor het achterhalen van de oriëntatie in
diepte doordat ze controle hebben over de oriëntatie van de sferoiden
Omdat sferoiden in onze visuele omgeving vrijwel met voorkomen, worden
in het derde experiment objecten gebruikt met meer structuur zoals een baksteen
of een boemerang In dit experiment moeten proefpersonen een assenstelsel roteren
zodat de assen in dezelfde oriëntatie staan als de hoofdassen van het (statische)
object De resultaten zijn met zo eenduidig als in het geval van sferoiden Het
blijkt dat de precisie van de instellingen in hoge mate afhangt van de vorm van het
object en het getoonde aanzicht Daarbij blijkt dat de aspect ratio van het object
(de hoogte breedte en lengte verhoudingen) en de mate van rechte hjnstukken in
de projectie die dezelfde oriëntatie hebben als een van de assen, de belangrijkste
factoren zijn De attitude van een baksteen is daarmee het makkelijkst te zien
De twee onderzochte fenomenen komen tegelijkertijd voor in de situatie dat
een object van een dusdanig standpunt wordt bekeken dat de optische projectie
bilateiale svmmetue vertoont Voor een bol is dit niets bijzonders maar voor de
meeste objecten geldt dat de symmetrie in de projectie mformatie geeft over een
speciale attitude ten opzichte van de waarnemer Als de waarnemer een mens is
en het object een tijger dan betekent dit aanzicht dat de tijger de waarnemer ook
heeft gezien en dat het tijd is om in actie te komen
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefbchnft H u m a n visual p e r c e p t i o n of spatial structure:
symmetry, orientation, and attitude, Stijn Oomes - 3 september 1998
1. The relative continuous Shannon entropy is a good measure for the scaledependent amount of object structure It is unsuitable for intrinsic image
structure because there is no natural way of normalizing images
2. Human bilateral symmetry detection is performed by evaluating the optical
input from large to small spatial scales.
3 Visual perception of spheroid orientation is independent of light direction if
the observer can use dynamic information by actively rotating the spheroid
4 The accuracy of peiceiving the attitude of objects is mainly determined by
the global aspect-ratio and the visible fraction of the rim that has the same
orientation as the principal axes.
5 The legs are among the most important parts of the human visual system.
6

"Low-Іс еГ' psychophysical experiments do not exist.

7 Vision can not be 'explained' by the behavior of the brain just as a husband's
behavior does not explain the phenomenon of marriage
8 The fact that a psychologist can not help himsell and a plumber can. points
to a fundamental difference ш the type of knowledge in the different realms
9 Nature ÍS neithci truel, noi good nor indiffeicnt - it ]ust is
10. The importance of object aspee t-iatio for visual perception of shape can also
be derived from the obsessive attention for obesity
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